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Abstract
The thesis has two parts. The first part is the Hall measurement of thermoelectric materials
which are promising energy sources in the future. By characterizing the Hall resistance
at different environments, their charge carrier density and mobility can be calculated,
which is important to explain their unique electrical and thermal properties at different
temperatures. However, due to the geometry of the samples, the strong thermoelectric
properties of the materials, and some electrical noise sources of the experimental setup,
the measurement uncertainty is questionable.
In this thesis, a DC Hall measurement setup and an AC Hall measurement setup are
built which are designed for the electrical conductivity measurement and the Hall resistance
measurement of bulky bar samples made of thermoelectric materials. The measurement
uncertainty caused by different noise sources are characterized and then compared with the
theoretical predictions. The conclusion is that both setups have their unique advantages
and limitations. It is found that the AC method has higher measurement speed than the
DC method. The usage of a low-noise transformer in the AC Hall measurement and the
PI temperature control system can reduce the measurement uncertainty.
The second part of the thesis is about the subgap leakage measurement of Nb/AlOx/Nb
Josephson junctions which are important in the applications of quantum computing. The
subgap leakage current at low temperature is caused by the intrinsic defects of the junctions,
which limits their behaviour. Therefore, the superconducting properties of the junctions
at low temperatures need to be characterized by the subgap leakage measurement.
In this thesis, the junctions are mounted in a dry adiabatic demagnetization refrigera-
tor(ADR) and cooled down to as low as 130 mK. A voltage-bias circuit and a current-bias
circuit for the measurement are designed and used. A NbTi superconducting magnet is
made to provide magnetic fields to suppress the supercurrent of the junctions. The I-V
curves of some junctions are measured which show the information of their subgap regions,
the temperature dependence of their subgap leakage currents and their response to the
magnetic field. The conclusion is that the subgap leakage measurement can be done with
this low-temperature measurement setup. Details of the design are described in this thesis.
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Part I
Hall resistance characterization of
thermoelectric materials
1
Chapter 1
Hall measurement Introduction
1.1 Hall measurement
The Hall measurement provides the characterization of the charge carrier density of metal
or semiconductor materials. For the rectangular bar sample shown in Fig: 1.1, when the
current is applied along the x direction, and the magnetic field is along the z direction,
an electrical potential is generated along the y direction because of the equilibrium of the
electric force and the Lorentz force:
qE = Bqv (1.1)
The Hall resistance RH is
RH =
VHt
IB
(1.2)
where VH is the Hall voltage, t is the thickness of the sample, I is the excitation current
and B is the applied magnetic field.
The charge carrier density n is
n = − 1
RHe
(1.3)
where e = 1.6×10−19J/C. If the electrical conductivity, σ, of the sample is also known,
then the charge carrier mobility, µ, is
µ = RHσ (1.4)
2
Figure 1.1: The Hall effect illustration. When current Ix is along x-axis and magnetic field
B is along z-axis, the Hall voltage is along y-axis.
1.2 Thermoelectric materials
1.2.1 Introduction of thermoelectric materials
Thermoelectric materials can transfer heat to electrical energy and vice versa. They have
some applications such as Peltier coolers and thermocouples. Certain physical properties
are usually measured in order to compare the thermoelectric properties among materials.
The Seebeck coefficient is
α =
8pi2kB
2
3eh2
m∗T (
pi
3n
)
2
3 (1.5)
where m∗ is the effective mass of the carrier and n is the charge carrier density.
The quality of thermoelectric materials is characterized by measuring the figure-of-
merit:
zT =
α2T
ρκ
(1.6)
where ρ is the electrical resistivity and κ is the total thermal conductivity.
κ is decided by the charge carrier term, κe, and the lattice term, κL:
κ = κe + κL (1.7)
3
and:
κe = LσT (1.8)
where L is the Lorenz factor, and σ is the electrical conductivity. Some thermoelectric ma-
terials with high thermoelectric efficiency have low thermal conductivity and high electrical
conductivity.[42] One of the ideas to lower thermal conductivity but not change electrical
conductivity is to design materials with low κL.
Some materials are doped with external elements in order to improve their thermo-
electric properties. One example is to substitute Ag atoms by Cu in Ag2Se0.5Te0.5(AST)
to form CuxAg2−xSe0.5Te0.5 structure.[26] The maximum power factor, PF , and figure of
merit, ZT , were achieved when x=0.1 as compared to when x=0.01, which confirmed the
positive effect of doping.
Good thermoelectric materials are usually heavily doped semiconductors and have a
high zT coefficient. Their charge carrier densities are in the range of 1018cm−3 to 1021cm−3
and often show weak temperature dependence near room temperature. Changing the con-
centration of the doped elements in the materials can change the thermoelectric properties
such as α, ρ and zT . [42]
1.2.2 Information from Hall measurement
The Hall measurement measures charge carrier density, n, and mobility, µ, which are useful
when studying the thermoelectric materials. As Eq.1.5, α is related to n, so the change of α
as well as zT may be determined by the change in n(T ) when studying single compositions.
µ is related to scattering time, τ , and effective mass, m∗, of the charge carrier: [10]
µ = e
τ
m∗
(1.9)
which is related to the mechanisms of electron conduction. Since the thermoelectric prop-
erties of the materials are often changed along with the concentration of doped elements
in the compounds, it is interesting to know how the changes in x related to the values of
n and µ.
Fig: 1.2 shows the carrier concentration of doped Mg2.08Si0.4−xSn0.6Sbx versus tem-
perature measured from the Hall measurement.[6] The sum of the proportions of Si and
Sb elements equals 0.4; the larger x value represents more doping of Sb. Around room
temperature, T = 300 K, the carrier concentration increases from 1019 cm−3 when x = 0
to the level of 1021 cm−3 when x = 0.072. The substitution of Si by Sb increases the car-
rier concentration. Changing the x value also changes the temperature dependence of the
4
carrier concentration. When x < 0.036, the samples are slightly doped and clearly show
strong temperature dependence; when x > 0.036, the samples are heavily doped and show
weak temperature dependence. This transition may correspond to the Mott transition of
doped semiconductors.[10]
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Figure 3.21 Carrier concentration versus temperature for nominal compositions of
Mg2.08Si0.4−XSn0.6SbX
3.22. The temperature dependence of the Hall mobilities generally follows the relation of
Eq. 3.3.
μH ∝ T j (3.3)
where j=-0.5 corresponds to alloy scattering and j=-1.5 indicates acoustic phonon scat-
tering. Most of the Hall mobility indicates a mixed carrier scattering mechanism, j is in
between -1.5 and -0.5. Measured hall mobility was fit to the empirical equation, Eq. 3.4 [65].
1
μH
=
1
μal
(
T
300K
)0.5 +
1
μph
(
T
300K
)1.5 (3.4)
where μal and μph are the alloy disorder scattering mobility and acoustic phonon scatter-
ing mobility at room temperature, respectively. The alloy scattering can be related to the
formation of the Mg2Si − Mg2Sn solid solution. Disorder induced by Mg vacancies may
67
Figure 1.2: Carrier concentration of doped thermoelectric material Mg2.08Si0.4−xSn0.6Sbx
at high temperature[6]. Varying x changes the composition and temperature dependence
of the charge carrier concentration of the compound.
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1.2.3 Information of Samples
The thermoelectric samples involved in this thesis were provided by professor Holger
Kleinke’s group at the University of Waterloo. The samples were doped semiconductors
synthesized by high-temperature melting and then hot-press sintering. The n, σ and µ of
the samples needed to be characterized by Hall measurement. Some of the samples were
Mg2Si0.3Sn0.67Bi0.03/SiC composites, Ba3Cu16−xSe11−yTey, andBaCu6−xSe1−yTe6+y.[28][21][22]
1.3 Review of Hall measurement setups
1.3.1 Literature review
The traditional Hall measurement uses rectangular bar samples, shown in Fig: 1.3, whose
working principle is based on the definition of RH in Eq.1.2.[37] This method can measure
the σ and RH without rewiring the sample. With proper electronics and sufficient integra-
tion time, the accuracy of the method is ultimately limited by the geometrical parameters:
the width and the thickness of the sample, and the distance, d, between the electronic con-
tact points. The excitation current, Ix, and magnetic field, Bz, are typically DC. Since the
voltage offsets such as the thermal EMF and misalignment voltage are significant during
the measurement, these offsets need to be determined and analyzed by measuring the Hall
voltage multiple times with different polarity of Ix and Bz.[8]
Recently, many Hall measurement setups have been designed to measure the Hall co-
efficient and electrical conductivity of samples with unique chemical compositions. Most
of them are based on the Van der Pauw (VDP) method. The temperature range of the
measurements varies depending on the materials.
Borup et al. developed three similar VDP Hall measurement setups in Caltech, JPL and
Aarhus University.[9] The sample holder contained four rods which could be pressed on the
sample to form electrical connections. The temperature was controlled by the PID method.
The temperature range could be from room temperature to 1000 ◦C. Electromagnets were
used which provided magnetic field up to 2.0 T . Some of the samples were n-type Mg2Si,
indium doped PbTe1−ySey alloys and Cu7PSe6xSx.[4][39]
Adnane et al. developed a VDP Hall measurement setup with a permanent magnet
instead of an electromagnet. The magnetic field was up to 0.4 T . The measurement
temperature can be up to 700 ◦C. The samples were doped silicon.[1]
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Figure 1.3: The sample with rectangular bar geometry in traditional Hall measurement.
[37] Lead A and F are for the current; lead C and D are for the Hall voltage measurement;
lead B and E are for the electrical conductivity measurement.
Gunes et al. designed a Halbach array to provide an AC magnetic field in the Hall
measurement.[15] VDP technique was used. This setup had a high measurement speed
because of the rotating magnetic field up to 1.0 T , which took about 5 seconds to obtain
a Hall coefficient data point. However, the noise level of thermal EMF was not under
discussion in the article. 20 % Sr-doped BiCuSeO was tested at different temperatures.
Its charge carrier density increased along with temperature, with about 5 % error bar.
There may be some limitations when the Hall resistance of thermoelectric materials was
measured by these setups. First, based on the literature review, the voltage offsets caused
by the thermoelectric effect and the electrical conductivity of the samples were noted but
not fully considered. The common technique was to proceed with the measurement over a
large temperature range between each data point. The accuracy of Hall measurement at
a certain temperature was rarely discussed in these reports. Second, some VDP method
setups were not suitable for bulky samples with a relatively large thickness. The reason
is that the setups make electrical contact by pressing four probes to the top surface of
the sample. When applied with the excitation current, more electrons pass the top region
of the sample than the lower region; in other words, the equipotential field lines are not
parallel in the region between the current leads. In addition, With thicker samples, the
Hall voltages that are produced are very small.
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1.3.2 Thanh Leˆ’s Hall measurement setup
A DC Hall measurement setup was built up by Thanh Leˆ in our group in order to test
thermoelectric samples from professor Kleinke’s group.[25] This setup applied a DC current
to the sample and measured the Hall voltage by an Agilent 34420a nano-voltmeter. It could
provide a DC magnetic field up to 0.5 T . There was no temperature control in this setup.
The Hall measurement was at room temperature. The samples were connected to copped
leads by silver paint. The lithographically patterned palladium gold pads were deposited at
the contact positions of the samples, which could improve the electrical conductance at the
contacts and prevent the samples from reacting with the silver paint. Some thermoelectric
samples were characterized by this setup. Their Hall resistance uncertainties were too high
to be helpful to study the thermoelectric properties of the samples. Therefore, this setup
needed some improvements for convenience and accuracy. The sources of errors had to be
identified.
1.4 Challenges
A new setup should be designed for the Hall measurement of thermoelectric materials. The
challenges are from the geometry and special thermoelectric properties of the samples, the
low-level VH signal, the noise sources, and the measurement setup.
From Eq.1.2, for the same I and B, it is preferred to have samples with small thickness
to enlarge the VH signal. However, some samples prepared by sintering are likely to break
when the thickness is smaller than 1mm. Thus the Hall measurement setup should be able
to measure bulky samples.
For the measurement connection, there are usually six electrical leads connecting to
the sample. The two leads that are placed furthest along the length are the current leads,
while the other four leads are used to measure the voltage signal. The uncertainties of the
sample geometry parameters are usually high, which causes the high uncertainty of the
electrical conductivity measurement and the Hall measurement.
The electrical and mechanical properties of thermoelectric materials limit the level of
Hall voltage signal. From Eq. 1.2, the level of VH signal is related to t, I and B. Raising
I will eventually cause Joule heating problems. The B is limited by the maximum power
of the magnet. For example, assume there is a sample with charge concentration = 1019
cm−3 and thickness t = 1 mm. By using 10 mA excitation current and 0.5 T magnetic
field, the Hall voltage VH = 3× 10−7 V , or 300 nV . The low voltage signal requires proper
considerations about the sources of errors; otherwise, the signal may be buried in the noise.
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When measuring the Hall voltage, the voltage signal, Vo, contains not only the Hall
voltage, VH, but also the misalignment voltage, VM, and the thermal EMF, VT. VM is
from the ohmic resistance of the sample between two misaligned sense leads. VT is from
the temperature gradient within the circuits. Vo can be written as: Vo = VH + VT + VM.
Theoretically, VM and VT can be canceled by multiple steps of voltage signal measurement
with the different directions of the excitation current or the magnetic field. However,
it cannot completely eliminate the voltage offset caused by temperature drift. It has
been reported that VT and VM could be highly temperature-sensitive which makes the Hall
measurement challenging when the drifting offset is much larger than VH.[9] A temperature
control system may reduce the drifting by stabilizing the sample temperature. If not
working properly, the temperature control can introduce a different noise source.
As the experiment measuring low-level voltage signals, there are some general things
to be considered such as the proper circuit design, proper shielding and well-defined
connections.[19] The noise caused by random errors needs to be evaluated and controlled
to a reasonable level.
1.5 Motivations
The motivation of developing the Hall measurement technique is to accurately measure
the charge carrier density, n, and charge carrier mobility, µ, of the thermoelectric samples
with different chemical compositions and preparation proceeds. The goals are: build up a
reliable Hall measurement system for bulky thermometric samples, study the noise sources
in the Hall measurement, and minimize the measurement uncertainty.
Leˆ’s DC Hall measurement setup was improved. A new sample holder and a PID
temperature control system were added to this setup. An AC Hall measurement setup
was designed and built. The DC Hall measurement setup provided a DC current to the
sample and used a nano-voltmeter to measure the Hall voltage. The AC Hall measurement
setup applied AC current to the sample and measured the Hall voltage signals by a lock-in
amplifier.
The first part of the thesis is to present the details of the two setups, including a
sample holder using mechanical contact to the sample and a PID temperature control
system. The second part is to discuss the possible noise source and voltage offset of
the Hall measurement based on the setup. Noise-frequency spectrum figures will also be
presented in this part. The third part is to discuss the measurement results from the DC
and AC Hall measurement of a thermoelectric sample around room temperature.
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Chapter 2
Hall measurement Setup
2.1 Sample holder
The sample holder and its sample holder box are shown in Fig: 2.1 and Fig: 2.2. The
sample holder is a machined rectangular aluminum block, placed in the center of Fig: 2.2.
It has 2.5 inches in length and 1.6 inches in width. It is mounted tightly to the aluminum
box by two screws. There are two traces, perpendicular to each other, on the top side of
the sample holder. Four white plastic blocks with six pogo pins are in the traces. Two
of the blocks can move back and forth so that samples with different lengths are easy to
fit. The third block can be rotated in a small angle range. The fifth plastic block glued
at the center of the sample holder is the spacer for the sample. The six gold pogo pins
are used to make mechanical and electrical contact with the sample.[36][11] They are also
connected to the black pin connector by copper wires. A K-type thermocouple is taped
to the aluminum box by copper tape with electrically insulating epoxy, which is designed
to measure the temperature of the box. A Peltier cooler is glued by thermally conductive
epoxy to the top of the box. The box is surrounded by one-inch-thick polystyrene foam,
which is a thermal insulator.
Fig: 2.1 is the illustration of the sample holder. Six pogo pins, ordered from McMaster-
Carr Supply Company,[11] are labeled A-F. Leads A and B are for current, using waffle
pogo pin tips with 0.75” head diameter for maximum contact surface area. Leads C and
E are the sense leads which are to measure Hall voltage. Leads C and D are for electrical
conductivity measurement. Lead F is usually for supporting the sample. The connection
to lead D can be switched to lead F by using the electronic switch. Leads C to F use 30◦
spear tips for good oxidized sample layer penetration. The traces and plastic pin holders
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are accurately machined to minimize the misalignment between lead C and lead E. The
typical dimension of the sample is 7.6 mm × 2.5 mm × 1.3 mm.
A
B
C
D
E
F
Plastic pogo pin holder
Thermocouple
Peltier cooler
Aluminum heat sink spacer
Heat sink
Aluminum spacer
Aluminum box
Polystyrene foam
Pogo pins (A-F)
Screws
Sample
Switch
Figure 2.1: Hall measurement sample holder box illustration. The aluminum sample holder
and the six pogo pins are mounted at the center of the box.
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There are some reasons for choosing pogo pins instead of using lithographically pat-
terned pads and chemical joints such as silver epoxy. The first reason is the time for sample
preparation. It takes hours to wait for the electrically conductive epoxy to be fully dry.
Once the epoxy is dry, it is impossible to trim the alignment between the sense leads.
Secondly, the chemicals may react with the sample and change its composition. The third
reason is that the Hall measurement requires a small contact area of voltage leads to the
sample; however, it is hard to control the painting area of the epoxy. The contact pads
can be relatively large with inconsistent contact resistance, which makes the true distance
between contact points hard to determine. Compared with the chemical joints, the pogo
pins have some advantages. It usually takes 10 minutes to mount or dismount the sample,
which is convenient. The tips of the pogo pins can be chosen from various shapes and sizes.
The misalignment voltage can be reduced by slightly pushing the sense pins with tweezers
when the pins are touching the sample. The contact points are relatively small, allow-
ing an accurate measurement of the distance of the sense probes for four-wire resistance
measurement.
On the other hand, the contact resistance at the sample-pin joints may be a problem.
It is usually 5 Ω ∼ 15 Ω but can be over 100 Ω, depending on the electrical conductivity
of the samples. This may be because of the metal-semiconductor joint since the samples
are semiconductors, and the pogo pins are gold-coated copper. It could also be due to the
oxidization of the sample surface. High contact resistance may cause high noise and Joule
heating problems.
Figure 2.2: Picture of the Hall measurement sample holder box and the sample holder.
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2.2 Temperature control
The thermocouple and the Peltier cooler are used to control the box temperature by the
PID control method. This method calculates the temperature difference and then outputs
a voltage to the cooler. “P” is “proportion”, “I” is “integral” and “D” is “derivative”.
“P” is the most basic parameter in temperature control. It can hold the temperature near
the set point on its own. “I” can minimize the difference between the real temperature
and the set point. “D” is good for speeding up the transitions from one temperature to
another but can introduce an enhancement of noise; for this system, “D” is not used, so the
temperature control system is represented as “PI control”. The PI control VI in LabVIEW
is based on:
u = Kpe+KI
∫
edt (2.1)
where u is the output signal, e is the error between the input value and the goal value, Kp
and KI are the proportion and integral gains.[43]
The PI temperature control system is shown in Fig: 2.3. The temperature is mea-
sured by the thermocouple and amplified by the LT1025 thermocouple cold junction com-
pensator. The output voltage from the thermometer is read by an Agilent 34401a volt-
meter.The voltage to temperature relation is 10 mV/◦C. A LabVIEW program operates
the PI control system.
The Hall measurement requires a magnet to provide magnetic fields. It generates a
significant amount of heat when running and raises the temperature of the sample holder.
The Hall measurement might be affected by the drifting temperature. Therefore, the PI
temperature control was set up to reduce the measurement uncertainty caused by the
temperature change. At the same time, it is necessary to discuss that the noise might be
introduced by using the PI control system.
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Agilent E3631A 
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the PI temperature control system run by a LabVIEW program.
The Peltier cooler. A temperature can be set from 15 ◦C to 30 ◦C with an uncertainty of
± 0.05 ◦C.
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2.3 DC Hall measurement setup
The DC Hall measurement setup is shown in Fig: 2.4. [25] The setup can be introduced
based on the part inside or outside the copper shield room. The sample holder box and
the magnet are inside the shield room, the electronic leads of which are connected to the
outside through the connectors on the wall of the shield. The copper shield is designed to
shield the high-frequency signals such as radio waves from the internet and radio broad-
casting systems. The shield is good for low-temperature measurement but not for the Hall
measurement at room temperature. The heat generated from the magnet is difficult to re-
move from the shield room when the door of the shield room is closed. Outside the shield
room, a stable-current-source circuit provides the excitation current to the sample with the
range of 1 mA to 150 mA. An Agilent 34420a nano-voltmeter reads the DC voltage signal
from the sample. A Kepco BOP power generator provides current to the magnet. The +5
V DC voltage to the DC Dual cold junction compensator is provided by an NI-PCI 6251
DAQ interface, which also measures the temperature from thermocouples.
15
Figure 2.4: DC Hall measurement setup illustration.[25]
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The DC Hall measurement is controlled by a LabVIEW program. It needs to run a
five-step cycle to obtain an RH data point, and each step uses different excitation current
or magnetic field. Step one is to turn the current from initial value I = 0 to +I, and the
magnetic field changes to +B from B = 0. Step two is to change the current to −I, which
has the opposite direction of the current in step one but the same magnitude; the magnetic
field is +B. The current and the magnetic field are (−I, +B) in step three and (−I, −B)
in step four. In step five, the current and the magnetic field are back to zero. Fig: 2.5 is
an example of DC Hall measurement voltage data.
0 1 2 3 4 5
Time[min]
−10.0
−7.5
−5.0
−2.5
0.0
2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0
V r
aw
[
V]
+I,+B
-I,+B
+I,-B
-I,-B
I=0, B=0
Figure 2.5: Example of voltage data from a measurement cycle in DC Hall measure-
ment. The five voltage steps correspond to the cycle: (+B,+I) → (+B,−I) → (−B,+I)
→(−B,−I) →(0, 0). It takes about five minutes per cycle
If the voltages from the first four steps are set to be V1, V2, V3, and V4, then:
Hall voltage, VH =
V1 − V2 − V3 + V4
4
(2.2)
Thermal EMF, VT =
V1 + V2 + V3 + V4
4
(2.3)
Misalignment voltage, VM =
V1 − V2 + V3 − V4
4
(2.4)
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2.4 AC Hall measurement setup
The AC measurement applies an AC excitation current to the sample and measures an
AC voltage signal from the sample. The setup is shown in Fig: 2.7. It uses the same
sample holder, temperature control system and the magnet as the DC measurement setup.
Instead of using a DC excitation current, an SR 830 lock-in amplifier provides the AC
current with a certain frequency, f1, to the thermoelectric sample. The R1 resistor behaves
as the current-limiting resistor when the sample has high electrical conductivity. A second
lock-in amplifier, using the output voltage from the first one as the reference, measures the
voltage across the resistor R2 for calculating the excitation current. The voltage signal, at
f = f1, from the sample is measured by the first lock-in amplifier. The magnetic field is
provided by the same magnet as in the DC measurement setup.
A PAR 190 low-noise transformer can be used to increase the voltage signal from
the sample. The transformer has a ×100 gain option and a ×1000 gain option. The
functionality of the transformer is also decided by its loading resistance and its input
voltage frequency, which follows the frequency response curves in Fig: 2.6.[3] The frequency
of the AC voltage is chosen to be 15.125 Hz for the best frequency response. The input
impedance of the transformer is about 600 Ω at this frequency. When using the ×100 gain,
its loading impedance needs to be much smaller than 50 Ω to prevent losing the gain.
The SR 830 lock-in amplifier measures the magnitude of the voltage at its input with
the same frequency as its output voltage: [40]
V = VsigVLsin(ωrt+ θsig)sin(ωLt+ θref)
= 1/2VsigVLcos([ωr − ωL]t+ θsig − θref)− 1/2VsigVLcos([ωr + ωL]t+ θsig − θref) (2.5)
where Vsig is the input signal voltage, VL is the lock-in reference voltage, ωr is the input
signal frequency, and ωL is the lock-in reference frequency. After a low pass filter, the
voltage signal with ωr = ωL remains. The noise signal, far from the Hall voltage signal
frequency such as the VT, is filtered by the lock-in amplifier.
The SR830 lock-in amplifier can use the offset function to measure the small voltage
change with high resolution. If the input voltage signal is Vi, a constant offset voltage Voffset
can be set so that the measured voltage by the lock-in amplifier Vo is
Vo = Vi − Voffset (2.6)
When Vo is much smaller than Vi, the sensitivity of measuring Vo can be better than that
of measuring Vi, which improves the detection of small voltage change.
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Figure 2.6: The typical frequency response curves of PAR 190 transformer.[3] P1S3 cor-
responds to the ×1000 gain, and P2S3 corresponds to the ×100 gain. R1 is the loading
impedance of the transformer.
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(a) AC Hall measurement setup without transformer
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Figure 2.7: AC Hall measurement setup illustration: (a) without transformer, (b) with
transformer
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Fig: 2.8 shows an example of an AC Hall measurement with the transformer. The
lock-in amplifier can be used to delete an offset voltage during the voltage measurement
so that high-resolution mode can be applied.
In an AC Hall measurement cycle, there are three steps where the magnetic fields are
+B, −B and 0 while the current is not changed. The voltages recorded in the first two
steps are V1 and V2. The Hall voltage with current I and magnetic field B is
VH = (V1 − V2)/2 (2.7)
When not using the transformer, the sample voltage signal, Vx, is directly sent to the
lock-in amplifier, the voltage value that is recorded is (Vx − Voffset).
If using the transformer, the voltage signal sent to the lock-in amplifier has been in-
creased by a factor of 100. For the comparison between the measurements with and with-
out the transformer, the voltage data in Fig: 2.8 is shown after considering the gain of the
transformer.
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Figure 2.8: Example of the voltage signal read from the AC Hall measurement. The voltage
steps in the graph from left to right correspond to +B → −B → 0. Every three steps is a
measurement cycle which takes about 1 minute.
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2.5 Measurement steps and measurement speed
The steps of the Hall measurement are shown in Fig: 2.9. Assume a sample is ready to be
tested. It takes about 15 to 30 minutes in total to mount the sample on the sample holder,
adjust the pogo pins and reduce the contact resistance. If the temperature needs to be set,
the temperature control needs to run 20 minutes before the temperature is steady.
The DC and AC Hall measurement setups share the same loops inside the shield room,
but they use different current supplies and voltmeters. For that reason, only one of the
setups can be run at the same time. It has been seen that the AC Hall measurement, for
the same sensitivity, is about four times faster than the DC Hall measurement. If taking
100 data points of RH, the AC Hall measurement requires 1.7 hours, while the DC Hall
measurement requires 8.3 hours. Therefore, the AC Hall measurement is recommended for
a faster test.
Mount the 
sample on the 
sample holder
(5 ~ 10 mins)
Adjust the pogo 
pins to lower 
contact resistance 
(10 ~ 20 mins)
Wait until 
temperature 
is stabilized 
(20 mins)
Without temperature control
Set B and I,
Start Hall 
measurement
1 min/cycle 
(+B → -B → 0 T), 
1.7 hours per 100 cycles
5 mins/cycle
({+B, +I} → {+B, -I} →
{-B, +I} → {-B, -I} → {0, 0} ), 
8.3 hours per 100 cycles
Finish Hall 
measurement
Prepare 
python script 
and calculate 
𝑅𝐻 (10 mins) 
AC Hall 
measurement
DC Hall 
measurement
8
Figure 2.9: Experiment steps of the Hall measurements and the measurement speed of each
step. If taking the same amount of RH data points, the AC Hall measurement is about
four times faster than the DC Hall measurement with the same sensitivity.
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Chapter 3
Measurement errors and the noise
When measuring the electrical signals, there are some sources of errors in the measurement,
such as ground loops, drifting temperatures, and the drifting magnetic field. Therefore, it
is essential to understand the composition of the signals, the instrument precision, and the
noise.
The first part of the chapter is the general knowledge of electrical signals and measure-
ment errors, and how they are involved in the Hall measurement. The second part is to
compare the noise spectrum of different setups and to characterize their noise level.
3.1 Possible sources of errors in the Hall measure-
ment
The measurement errors can be divided into two categories: systematic errors and random
errors.[32]
The common types of electronic noise: Johnson noise, shot noise and 1/f noise.[18,
ch.8] There is usually more than one noise source in the measurement. If the noise follows
the Gaussian distribution, the rough calculation of total noise caused by two independent
noise sources is[33, p.19]
V 2o = V
2
1 + V
2
2 (3.1)
Where Vo is the root mean square (RMS) of the total noise, V1 and V2 are the RMS of two
noise signals. Note that the noise is more complicated than an RMS value; therefore, the
source generating the source must be considered when doing the calculation.
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Systematic errors Random errors
Environment disturbance: Electronic noise:
• High frequency wireless signal pickup • thermal noise
• Temperature drift • 1/f noise
Problems of the circuit and connections: Scale and sensitivity:
• Voltage loading error • Voltmeters
• Common mode rejection ratio problem • Current supply
• Misalignment voltage VM
• Thermal EMF VT
Act of measurement:
• Sample self-heating
• GPIB low frequency noise
• Magnetic EMF
Sample geometry and distance between probes
Table 3.1: Possible sources of errors in the Hall measurement
Thermal noise: also called Johnson noise which is caused by the unbiased movement
of the electrons in the materials, which follows
V =
√
4kBTR∆f (3.2)
where R is the resistance and ∆f is the frequency bandwidth.
Thermal noise is a fundamental noise in the sample, the leads, the amplifiers and
transformers, and the voltmeters. It is the theoretical limit of the noise level. The thermal
noise behaves as Gaussian noise; therefore, by increasing the reading time constant, the
thermal noise of the detected signal can be reduced.
Misalignment voltage: misalignment voltage, VM, depends on the sample resistance
between the two Hall voltage leads and the excitation current, shown in Fig: 3.1. Further-
more, it is directly related to ρ by the Ohm’s law:
VM = IRM = Iρ(T )
l
A
(3.3)
where l is the misalignment distance between two sense probes, and A is the cross-sectional
area of the sample. The change of VM may estimate the temperature drift of the sample is
a noise source.
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I
Sample
VM = 𝐼𝑅𝑀
Lead
Lead
Figure 3.1: Illustration of misalignment voltage VM caused by imperfect alignment of two
Hall voltage leads.
Thermal EMF: thermal EMF is the small voltage caused by temperature difference.
One source of such noise is the thermoelectric samples themselves with an internal tem-
perature gradient. In the sample in which a DC current flows, there is a voltage caused by
the Peltier effect parallel with the current direction; furthermore, if the sample is near a
magnetic field, voltage caused by the Ettingshausen effect will be generated perpendicular
to the current direction.[37] The thermal EMF may also exist at the joints of two different
materials like a thermocouple. In Fig: 3.2, there are two voltage leads connecting the sam-
ple and the DC voltmeter. The temperature of the leads near the sample are T1 and T
′
1
while the temperature of those near the voltmeter are T2 and T
′
2. The sample in this thesis
is usually a semiconductor, and the leads are metal. The thermal EMF that is measured
by the voltmeter is
VT = S1(T2 − T1) + So(T ′1 − T1) + S2(T ′1 − T ′2) (3.4)
where So, S1 and S2 are the Seebeck coefficient of the sample and the two leads. Assume
T ′1 = T1 + δT , T2 − T1 = ∆T , and T2 = T ′2 are the room temperature, then Eq.3.4 turns
into:
VT = SoδT + (S1 − S2)∆T (3.5)
which shows that the circuit behaves as a thermocouple. Ideally, if carefully choosing the
materials of the connection leads and the soldering joints, S1 can be approximately equal
to S2.
Usually, the thermal EMF is detected as DC voltage, so its noise should be considered
in the DC Hall measurement. When using the AC current, the direction of the current
changes at a relatively high frequency compared with the steps used in the DC method.
The thermal EMF related to the Peltier effect can be minimized. On the other hand, as
the Hall voltage signal is an AC voltage with a certain frequency, the lock-in amplifier can
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V𝑇1
𝑇2
𝑇1
′
𝑇2
′
Sample
Agilent 34420a 
voltmeter
Copper shield
Sample holder box
Figure 3.2: Temperature difference through the circuit may generate thermal EMF, VT, by
Seebeck effect. The sources of VT are the thermoelectric sample and the electrical joints
through the circuit.
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measure the signal with narrow bandwidth at the frequency. This ignores or filters the
effect of the DC thermal EMF.
Temperature drift: the heat sources that can change the sample temperature are
the sample itself and the magnet. Usually, the thermoelectric sample is a semiconductor
that has low electrical conductivity; furthermore, the contact resistance between the gold
pogo pins and the sample is larger than 1 Ω. Therefore, the excitation current should be
carefully selected to avoid the self-heating problem of the sample. The electromagnet is
the other heat source when a large current is applied to it to provide a large magnetic field.
The magnet does not have a cooling system. If it runs with B=0.5 T , the temperature
inside the sample holder box can be raised by 2 ◦C per hour, or 0.03 ◦C per minute. If not
replacing it with a water-cooling magnet, another solution would be to use a Peltier cooler
combined with the PID temperature control system to stabilize the sample temperature.
Common mode rejection ratio (CMRR): to measure a differential voltage, There
is an input A and an input B, and the measured signal is the voltage difference between
A and B. [18] The gain of the two inputs GA and GB are ideally the same, and Vmeasure =
G(VA − VB); however, there is slight difference between GA and GB which causes the
measurement result to be Vmeasure = GAVA −GBVB.
Interference: The interference refers to the noise caused by sources outside the mea-
surement circuit.[41] The common external noise sources are the high-frequency wireless
network signals, the power line pickup, and the mechanical vibrations.
Induced EMF: In the Hall measurement, one specific external noise is the induced
EMF. In this case, the loops on the aluminium sample holder have large open areas. When
changing the magnetic field during the Hall measurement, the magnetic flux through the
loops generated significant voltage. Therefore, the voltmeters should not start to read the
voltage until the magnetic field is steady.
3.2 Noise level
3.2.1 Introduction to the noise spectrum
As discussed in the previous section, some noise sources should be considered during the
Hall measurement. A simple way to distinguish the noise sources is to measure the noise
spectrum by a dynamic signal analyzer, which can present the noise per
√
Hz in a certain
frequency range. Fig: 3.3 is the illustration of some typical noise shown in a noise spectrum.
The 1/f noise is proportional to the reciprocal value of the signal frequency, which is
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significant at low frequencies. The white noise is shown as a horizontal line across all
frequency regions. There are some peaks at certain frequencies on the spectrum, such as
the power line pickup noise at 60 Hz.
The noise spectrum presents the frequency range and the amplitude of the noise. They
can also help to choose the frequency regions for the AC Hall measurement, where the
noise is relatively low. The noise caused by the temperature drift, such as the thermal
EMF, is considered at an extra-low frequency range, which is smaller than 0.01 Hz and
may not be seen in the spectrum.3-8 
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Figure 3.3: Typical voltage spectrum showing the noise at certain frequencies[19].
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3.2.2 Spectrum analyzer
There are some noise sources in the Hall measurement which are expected to be presented
in the noise spectrum: the thermal noise corresponding to the resistance the connection
circuits, the ground loop, the GPIB communication, the switching of the magnetic field,
and the PI temperature control.
The noise spectrum is characterized by the HP 3562a dynamic signal analyzer. The
voltage from certain leads of the Hall measurement sample is increased by the PAR 113
preamplifier and then sent to the spectrum analyzer. Figure: 3.4 shows the illustration of
the circuit. Remind that the extra noise from the PAR 113 preamplifier is mixed into the
signal from the sample, so the noise figure (NF) of the PAR 113 should be considered.[20]
The loading resistance at the input of the PAR 113 is 10 Ω, most of which is the contact
resistance between the sample and the pogo pins.
A B Out
PAR 113 preamplifier, Gain=100
HP 3562a Spectrum analyzer
Sample on the 
sample holder 
[𝑉
/
𝐻
𝑧
]
[𝐻𝑧]
Figure 3.4: The circuit illustration of measuring noise spectrum from a sample. The signal
is amplified by the PAR 113 preamplifier with G=100 and DC coupling, and then sent to
a HP 3562a spectrum analyzer.
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3.2.3 Spectrum of Hall voltage leads
The noise spectrum graphs in this subsection show the noise level in both the DC and the
AC Hall measurement setup. The goal is to characterize the thermal noise, the 1/f noise,
the thermal EMF drift at extra low frequency, and the unknown noise sources.
Fig: 3.5 shows the background noise spectrum of the Ks sample mounted on the sample
holder (the orange line). “Background noise spectrum” means no instrument of the Hall
measurement setup is turned on. The y-axis is the noise level in the unit of V/
√
Hz which
directly analyzes the output signal of the PAR 113 preamplifier with gain G = 100. The x-
axis is the frequency which is chosen to be up to 50 Hz. Since the measurement frequency
in AC Hall measurement is 15.125 Hz, a vertical dash line is labeled in the graph to point
out its position on the x-axis.
There are two blue lines in the Fig: 3.5. The solid blue line is the noise spectrum from
a 10 Ω regular resistor being amplified by the PAR 113 with G=100. The blue line is the
theoretical noise spectrum at the PAR 113 output with G=100 and 10Ω loading resistance,
which is calculated based on the noise figure information from the PAR 113 manual. The
three lines have the same 1/f noise trend, which indicates that the 1/f noise of the orange
line is caused by the PAR 113. The Ks sample shows the same noise level as a 10 Ω resistor
which matches the contact resistance.
In Fig: 3.6, there are some harmonic peaks with nf0 = 0.236nHz when running the
power supply of the magnet and the PI control at the same time. While the magnet power
supply is on but the PI control is not running, the harmonic peaks are insignificant. At
the frequencies below 1 Hz, the noise of the harmonic peaks is about four times as large as
the thermal noise of a 10 resistor at room temperature, which is about 1.6 nV/
√
Hz; it is
much smaller than the DC voltage reading noise of the Agilent 34420a nano-voltmeter. At
f = 15.125 Hz, the frequency of the AC Hall measurement, the noise level is almost the
same as the thermal noise. Therefore, the harmonic peaks might cause large uncertainty
in the DC Hall measurement but not in the AC Hall measurement.
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Figure 3.5: The background spectrum of the Ks sample mounted on the sample holder
compared to that of a 10 Ω resistor. The signal from the sample is amplified by the PAR
113 preamplifier with G = 100. The 1/f noise is caused by the PAR 113.
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Figure 3.6: The spectrum of the Ks sample if the magnet power supply is on or not, and if
the PI control is running or not. The harmonic peaks are significant when magnet power
supply and PI control are running at the same time.
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To make sure if the harmonic peaks are caused by the thermoelectric properties of the
sample, a graphite sample was used in the tests in Fig: 3.7. Considering the computer
and the magnet power supply are dirty power sources, optical fibers were used to isolate
them from the rest of the instruments. Because the harmonic peaks appear when there is
communication through GPIB, more tests were done focusing on the GPIB connections.
The first test was to disconnect the GPIB cable to the magnet power supply and run the
PI control program. The magnet power supply was on during the test. As the orange
line in Fig: 3.7, there were no harmonic peaks seen. The second test was to connect the
GPIB cable to the magnet power supply and then repeated the first test. There were some
significant harmonic peaks seen, shown as the green line. Comparing the first and the
second test, there might be noise sent to the magnet power supply through the GPIB cable
which caused the peaks. The third test was to unplug the BNC-2110 accessory and repeat
the second test, shown in the red line. The harmonic peaks dropped to a small level. Based
on the tests shown in Fig: 3.7, the source of the harmonic peak was the NI-PCI 6251 DAQ
interface (NI 6251) and NI BNC-2110 accessory (BNC-2110).
The possible reason for the problem was the computer noise passing through the GPIB
cable. The BNC-2110 was the +5V voltage source to the dual cold junction compensator
directly from the computer, so they shared the same ground. The computer is considered
as the high noise source whose ground should be separated from those of noise-sensitive
instruments.[27] When the GPIB communication was running, the noise was sent through
the GPIB cables, which caused noise starting at 0.237 Hz.
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No GPIB to magnet power supply, PI control off
GPIB to magnet power supply, PI control on
GPIB to magnet power supply and unplug NI board, PI control on
line at f=15.125 Hz
Figure 3.7: The spectrum of graphite sample when observing GPIB low frequency noise.
The harmonic peaks (green line) proves the sample is not the noise source. Unplugged the
BNC-2110/NI-PCI 6251 DAQ lowered the noise.
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Agilent E3610A was then used as a +5 V DC voltage source instead of BNC-2110.
Fig: 3.8 shows the spectrum of the Ks sample after fixing the GPIB problem. When
running the PI control with the magnet power supply turned on(green line), there were no
significant harmonic peaks detected. To characterize the noise down to 0.01 Hz, the figure
combines the scan in 0.01∼1 Hz and 1∼50 Hz. The three lines from the experiment have
the same trend as the blue line from the PAR 113 manual, which is the 1/f noise caused by
the PAR 113. In conclusion, the temperature control does not introduce visible external
noise to the Hall measurement.
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Figure 3.8: The spectrum of Ks sample after fixing the GPIB problem. The scan frequency
combines 0.01∼1 Hz and 1∼50 Hz. The three lines overlap each others, which shows the
temperature drift around the sample does not cause extra 1/f noise.
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Fig: 3.9 and Fig: 3.10 show that the change of magnetic field during the Hall measure-
ment can cause large noise starting at f = 20 Hz. It is the magnetic EMF from changing
the magnetic field.
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Figure 3.9: The spectrum of Ks sample when running the DC Hall measurement program.
Switching magnetic field caused significant magnetic EMF noise peaks at f = 20 Hz and
40 Hz.
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Figure 3.10: The spectrum of Ks sample when running the AC Hall measurement. Switch-
ing magnetic field causes significant noise with f = 20 Hz.
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3.2.4 Conclusions from the spectrum
Significant low-frequency noise was generated by running the PI temperature control and
the magnet power supply simultaneously. The solution was to remove NI-PCI 6251 DAQ
interface (NI 6251) and NI BNC-2110 accessory (BNC-2110) from the measurement setup.
The results from the spectrum showed that after fixing the GPIB problem, the noise
level from the sample was similar to the thermal noise of a 10 Ω resistor in the frequency
range 0.01∼50 Hz. The 1/f noise presented in the spectrum was caused by the PAR 113
preamplifier.
At f = 15.125Hz, the frequency in the AC Hall measurement, the noise from the sample
is 0.4 nV/
√
Hz. The magnetic EMF is a significant noise source starting at f = 20 Hz
when changing the DC magnetic field. The solution is to delay the voltage reading in the
Hall measurement until the magnetic field is steady.
The noise spectrum does not show temperature dependence. Therefore, the tempera-
ture control does not introduce noise to the Hall measurement.
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Chapter 4
Hall measurement results and
discussion
This chapter discusses the Hall measurement results. The experiment results of a thermo-
electric sample, sample Ks, by both the DC and the AC Hall measurements are shown for
comparing different methods. The sources of errors are also characterized and analyzed in
this chapter.
4.1 Temperature dependence of the electrical resis-
tivity
This section is to study the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of the
sample Ks. The temperature change of the sample can be estimated by measuring the
sample’s real-time resistance.
The sample was mounted on the sample holder and connected to the AC Hall mea-
surement setup without the transformer. The current leads were the lead A and lead B
shown in the Fig: 2.1, and the voltage leads were lead C and lead D. I = 3.0 mA and
B = 0 T . The voltage VR between lead C and lead D was measured by the SR 830 lock-in
amplifier. The temperature range was 17 ◦C to 21 ◦C controlled by the PI temperature
control system.
From the measurement, the sample resistance R[Ω] at temperature T [◦C] followed:
R =
VR
I
= 1.28× 10−4T + 1.95× 10−2 (4.1)
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The electrical resistivity ρ of the sample at 20 ◦C is ρ0 = 3.51× 10−3 Ω · cm; therefore,
at room temperature, ρ follows:
ρ(T ) = ρ0 + 2.04× 10−5(T − 20 ◦C)
In room temperature range, ρ increases 0.58% if temperature increases 1 ◦C.
Another test was to measure the electrical resistivity of sample Ks at T=20.5 ◦C with
different excitation current. The goal of the test is to find the best excitation current with
small self-heating of the sample. The temperature dependence of ρ was used to monitor
the self-heating of the sample. The result in Fig: 4.1 showed that the sample might be
significantly overheated when I > 15 mA. Therefore, the excitation current was chosen to
be 12 mA for most of the tests.
0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5
I[mA]
3.515
3.520
3.525
3.530
3.535
3.540
3.545
3.550
[
10
3 (
cm
)]
Figure 4.1: The electrical resistivity of sample Ks at T=20.5 ◦C with different excitation
currents. ρ changes quickly when I > 15 mA, so I = 12 mA was chosen as the best
excitation current.
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4.2 DC Hall measurement
4.2.1 Noise from thermal EMF
The assumption is that the thermal EMF, VT, is from both the sample and the electronic
leads to the sample. Fig: 4.2 is the temperature dependence measurement of thermal EMF
using sample Ks. Neither the excitation current nor a magnetic field was applied, so the
DC voltage Vraw measured by the Agilent 34420a nano-voltmeter was the sum of total
thermal EMF VT and the intrinsic voltage offset of the nano-voltmeter. Since there was
no heat from the magnet, ∆T = Troom − Tsample, and room temperature Troom= 20.85 ◦C.
Shown in Fig: 4.2, in the first 20 minutes, the PI control was not running. The sample
holder box was slowly cooled down from 20.85 ◦C to 20.75 ◦C. Then, the PI temperature
control changed the sample holder temperature to 20.0 ◦C, 19.0 ◦C and 18.0 ◦C. The
voltage from the Hall voltage leads was continuously recorded, shown as the purple points.
The voltage points show 0.05 µV peak-to-peak noise, or 0.02 µV RMS noise, which is
due to the input noise of the voltmeter. The RMS noise could be lowered by averaging
multiple data points. The solid purple line is the average result of 50 adjacent voltage data
points. When the sample holder temperature decreased by 1 ◦C per stage, the thermal
EMF increased as ∆VT = (0.48µV/
◦C)∆T .
Even if the temperature was well stabilized by the PI temperature control, the thermal
EMF was still seen to be drifting. Fig: 4.3 is the zoom-in version of Fig: 4.2 during the time
region 30∼46 minute. Ts = (20.00±0.01)◦C and V (50 points average) = (0.47±0.01) µV .
If choosing the voltage points with 1-minute interval and calculating the result of 1/4(V1−
V2 − V3 + V4), there will be ±2 nV uncertainty which is usually considered as the noise of
VH. Knowing that B = 0 T during the measurement, the ±2 nV was a “fake” VH signal;
however, this signal is usually mistakenly counted in a real DC Hall measurement.
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Figure 4.2: Thermal EMF measurement of sample Ks at different temperatures. ∆T =
Troom−Tsample and Troom = 20.85 ◦C. In the lower part, Vraw=VT+Voffset which is shown as
purple points. The purple line is the smoothed line calculated from the average of every
adjacent 50 data points.
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Figure 4.3: Thermal EMF measurement of sample Ks at 20.0 ◦C, with I = 0 and B = 0.
The figure is the zoom-in version of 30 ∼ 46 min of Fig: 4.2. Ideally, the VH should be zero
because of no excitation current or magnetic field being applied; however, the calculated
VH are in ± 2 nV due to the drifting VT.
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Described by 3.5, a 50%Pb − 50%Sn soldering alloy sample and a graphite sam-
ple were tested within the same method. The goal was to measure the thermal EMF
from the leads. The two samples had the same geometry as sample Ks. They have
high thermal conductivity, high electrical conductivity, and weak thermoelectric behav-
iors. The voltage signal measured by the Agilent 34420a nano-voltmeter at different tem-
peratures is shown in Fig: 4.4 to compare to the result when using sample Ks. From
the figure, ∆V = 0.2µV/◦C∆T when using the soldering sample and the graphite sam-
ple; ∆V = 0.48µV/◦C∆T when using the thermoelectric sample Ks. Furthermore, when
∆T = 0◦C, the voltage of the voltmeter is not always zero. It shows that there was
0.28µV/◦C∆T thermal EMF caused by sample Ks, 0.2µV/◦C∆T thermal EMF caused by
the leads through the circuit, and ±0.05 µV offset from the voltmeter.
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Figure 4.4: VT of three samples, measured by Agilent 34420a voltmeter. ∆T = Troom −
Tsample. Thermoelectric sample Ks has higher VT than non-thermoelectric solder sample
and graphite sample. The VT when using non-thermoelectric samples may be caused by
the thermocouple effect of the contacts within the leads.
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4.2.2 DC Hall measurement - before fixing the GPIB problem
Fig: 4.5 shows the measured voltage signal of sample Ks in a DC Hall measurement before
fixing the GPIB problem. The excitation current I = 12 mA and the magnetic field
B = 0.5 T . The sample holder temperature Ts drifted in the first 20 measurement cycles,
or 104 minutes, without temperature control; then, the PI temperature control started to
stabilize the Ts to 26.0
◦C.
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Figure 4.5: Voltage signal measured in DC Hall measurement. The PI temperature control
did not work in the first 100 minutes, and then started to control T to 26.0 ◦C.
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The calculation result is shown in Fig: 4.6. RH = (8.07± 0.03)× 10−8V.m/AT without
temperature control, and RH = (8.10 ± 0.08) × 10−8V.m/AT with temperature control.
VH = (−381 ± 12) nV without temperature control, and VH = (−382 ± 39) nV with
temperature control.
Fig: 4.6(e) shows that sample holder temperature Ts was controlled after 100 minutes;
however, VM drifts with the same speed, which means that the sample temperature was
not effectively controlled. It might be the reason why the measurement uncertainty of RH
with temperature control is higher than that without temperature control.
Here is the calculation of uncertainty caused by the reading noise of the nano-voltmeter.
The Agilent 34420a nano-voltmeter had NPLC set to 10, and its digital and analog filters
were turned off. It caused 11 nV RMS noise for each voltage reading. Therefore, the total
noise is 1.7 nV for an average of 40 reading points. VH is at least ten times larger than
the reading noise from the voltmeter, whether there was temperature control or not. In
conclusion, the nano-voltmeter was not the main noise source of the large measurement
uncertainty.
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Figure 4.6: Calculation result of the Hall measurement in Fig: 4.5 before fixing the GPIB
problem. (a)-(d) are the Hall voltage VH, misalignment voltage VM and thermal EMF VT
of the DC Hall measurement. (e) is the temperature in the sample holder box which rises
in the first 100 minutes; the PI temperature control starts to work at t = 100 min which
stabilizes T to be 26 ◦C. (f) shows the RH during the measurement. (b) and (f) shows
that in this situation, using PI temperature control causes higher measurement uncertainty
than not using it. 48
4.2.3 DC Hall measurement - after fixing the GPIB problem
A DC Hall measurement of sample Ks was repeated after fixing the GPIB problem, with
excitation |I|=12 mA and |B|=0.5 T. The raw voltage is shown in Fig: 4.7. In the first
150 minutes, the measurement was under the PI temperature control at (19.81±0.01) ◦C.
At time t=150 minute, the PI temperature control was stopped, and the sample holder
temperature drifted to room temperature. The calculation results of VH, VM, VT, and
RH are shown in Fig: 4.8. In Fig: 4.8(b), VH = (−398.4±4.2) nV with temperature and
VH = (−396.3±4.3) nV without temperature control. The temperature control is not seen
to not significantly improve the uncertainty of the VH. Fig: 4.8(c) shows that VM stayed
at -13.7 µV when PI temperature control was on, and drifted from -14.0 µV to -14.3 µV
when temperature changed from 26.0 ◦C to 30.0 ◦C. In Fig: 4.8(e), the temperature was
(19.81±0.007) ◦C in the first 26 cycles and drifted quickly from 19.8 ◦C to 26 ◦C from
the 26th to the 30th cycle; after that, the temperature drifts up linearly along with time
as (+0.17±0.036) ◦C per cycle. With the temperature being controlled in the range of
(19.81±0.01) ◦C, the noise caused by VM should be ±0.8 nV .
The drift of VM and VT may cause the dominant noise sources. When the temperature
control was on, VM = (−13666±4.3) nV and VT rose along with time with the average rate
+71±30.5 nV in 5 minutes. When the temperature control was off, VM changed smoothly
at the rate of −8±6.8 nV in 5 minutes while VT changed at the rate of +52±46 nV in 5
minutes. When without temperature control, both the drift and the uncertainty of VM were
smaller than those of VT. From Fig: 4.3, the stabilized VT in ±0.05µV can still cause ± 3nV
uncertainty in the calculation of VH. The drifting VT may have caused a similar or higher
level of uncertainty in the DC Hall measurement. Furthermore, VT in Fig: 4.8 kept drifting
whether temperature control was working or not. It may be because the working magnet
created a large amount of heat, which raised the temperature inside the copper shield
room. The temperature gradient within the Hall measurement circuit may have changed
as well, which caused the drifting VT. Even if there might be a perfect temperature control
of the sample holder box, the VT caused by the thermocouple effect elsewhere would not
be reduced. A water-cooling magnet or a permanent magnet may reduce the temperature
drift and then reduce the noise caused by VT. Applying temperature control on every part
of the circuit may be another solution but not cost-efficient.
From the experiment, RH = (8.43±0.0092) 10−8 V .m/AT with the temperature control
on and RH = (8.39±0.0094) 10−8 V .m/AT with the temperature control off. The standard
error(n=100) of RH is 0.11 % for both conditions. If there was a bettee temperature
control system in which the temperature for the whole setup was kept constant during the
measurement, then the thermal EMF noise would be canceled out by math; the dominant
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noise sources would be the noise of excitation current and the input noise of the nano-
voltmeter, which are ±1.7 nV in total. The theoretical standard error of RH would be 0.04
% in this ideal situation.
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Figure 4.7: Raw voltage data of DC Hall measurement after fixing the GPIB problem.
The temperature was controlled to 19.8 ◦C before time t=150 min, and the temperature
control was off after t=150 min. The Vraw spike at 150 min was due to suddenly turning
off the temperature control
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Figure 4.8: Voltages in the DC measurement, with and without temperature control after
fixing the GPIB problem. (a)-(d) are the VH, VM and VT of the DC Hall measurement. The
spike was caused by turning down the PI temperature control. (e) the temperature was at
20 ◦C in the first 150 minutes with the temperature on and rose to 30 ◦C the temperature
control off. (f) shows RH = (8.43± 0.0092) ×10−8 V.m/AT with the temperature control
on and RH = (8.39 ± 0.0094) ×10−8 V.m/AT without the temperature control. The
temperature control did not improve the measurement uncertainty because of the drifting
VT
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4.3 AC Hall measurement
The AC Hall measurement has two benefits compared with the DC Hall measurement. One
is that it can take advantage of using the lock-in amplifier. The noise from the drifting
VT at low frequency can thus be significantly reduced or ignored. The other benefit is its
capacity to use a low noise transformer, which increases the signal-to-noise ratio.
The SR 830 lock-in amplifier has 24 nV/
√
Hz input noise, measured by its own noise
reading function at f = 15.125 Hz. The total input noise is 24 nV/
√
Hz where the input
noise of the lock-in amplifier is dominant. Usually, its effective noise bandwidth ENBW =
0.26 Hz, which brings the noise to 1.9 nV after averaging 40 points.
4.3.1 AC measurement with the transformer
To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, a PAR 190 transformer was used to amplify the sample
signal. The noise at the input of the transformer is dominated by the thermal noise from
the sample-pin contact resistance, which is 0.4 nV/
√
Hz.
Here is the calculation of the theoretical electronic noise limit. When using the trans-
former with a gain G = 100, the RMS noise at the transformer output is 70 nV/
√
Hz at
f = 15.125 Hz. Therefore, the total input noise of the lock-in amplifier is 74 nV/
√
Hz,
which is reduced to 38 nV with ENBW = 0.26 Hz. The excitation current causes 30
nV noise which is usually considered as the misalignment voltage. After taking the trans-
former gain into account, the noise, referred to the input of the transformer, is 0.06 nV
after averaging 32 points, or 0.08 nV after averaging 20 points.
Fig: 4.9 shows the voltage during the AC Hall measurement with the transformer, and
Ts =23
◦C. From the Fig: 4.9a, the Hall voltage VH = (385.8 ± 0.7) nV . The voltage
uncertainty from the experiment is about eight times of that found by the theoretical
calculation. The Fig: 4.9b zooms in the Fig: 4.9a around Time = 36 min. There are some
glitches at the level of 10 nV which indicates another noise source exists. The glitches
only exist when B is not zero. Therefore, its source might be the changing magnetic flux
picked up by the measurement circuit. Considering the time constant and the ENBW of
the lock-in amplifier are 0.3 s and 0.26 Hz, a sudden magnetic EMF point causes about
10 consecutive data points to leave the average voltage level. The ten maximum points
and ten minimum points in each cycle steps are removed to clean the error caused by
the glitches. Fig: 4.9c shows the voltage signal after cleaning the glitches, and the Hall
voltage VH= (385.8 ± 0.3) nV . Compared the uncertainty of VH in Fig: 4.9a with that in
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Fig: 4.9c, the noise from the magnetic EMF was reduced by 0.6 nVRMS. However, the new
uncertainty is still three times larger than that from the prediction.
(a) Noisy voltage signal caused by magnetic
EMF. The glitches exist when B = ±0.5 T but
not 0 T , which indicates significant magnetic
EMF noise.
(b) Zoom-in graph around Time t = 36 min of
part(a). There are some magnetic EMF glitches
at t = 35.2 min, 35.4 min, 36,6 min, 37.5 min
and 37.3 min.
(c) After cleaning the magnetic EMF glitches
by programming
Figure 4.9: The raw voltage data of the AC Hall measurement with the transformer. (a)
and (b) show the glitches from the magnetic EMF; (c) shows the voltage graph after
cleaning the glitches by programming. Voffset = +7.697 µV
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Fig: 4.10 are the I, V+, V−, VH, Ts, and RH of the measurement in Fig: 4.9c. VM =
38.48 µV at the beginning of the first measurement cycle, and the misalignment resistance
RM = 3.205 mΩ. Fig: 4.10(a) shows that the excitation current changed between 12.007
mA and 12.013 mA during the 100 measurement cycles. The 0.005 mA difference can
change VM by 3 nV if RM does not change. Fig: 4.10(b) and Fig: 4.10(d) show that the VM
increased by 18 nV in the first 75 cycles which indicates that not only the current but also
the sample resistivity changed during the measurement cycles, which caused the drift of VM.
In Fig: 4.10(e), Ts increased from 23.06
◦C to 23.16 ◦C in the first 75 cycles and then drifted
to 23.17 ◦C after the 100th cycle. The ρ − T relation of the sample corresponds to the
increase of VM by 136.2 nV/
◦C. The change of Ts between each two adjacent measurement
cycle was 0.001± 0.012 ◦C. It corresponds to (0.14 ± 0.9) nV of VH uncertainty. The
voltage noise caused by this temperature drift may explain the uncertainty of VH, which is
VH= (385.8 ± 0.3) nV in Fig: 4.10(c). As a result, the average and standard error of RH
shown in Fig: 4.10(f) is RH = (7.996± 0.001) 10−8V.m/AT .
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Figure 4.10: Voltage measured in the AC Hall measurement of sample Ks with the trans-
former, T=23 ◦C under the PI temperature control. There were 100 measurement cycles; it
took 70 seconds to run each cycle. (a) is the current, (b) and (d) are the voltage Vx−Voffset
when the magnetic fields were +B and -B; (c) is the calculated Hall voltage VH; (e) is Ts;
(f) is RH = (7.996± 0.001) 10−8V.m/AT .
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n and µ of the sample are measured at different temperatures, shown in Fig: 4.11. In the
8 ◦C room temperature range, the n does not show temperature dependence and, µ shows
linear dependence with Ts. It indicates that the sample is a heavily doped semiconductor.
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Figure 4.11: Temperature dependence of RH, n, σ, and µ in the room temperature range.
RH and n are temperature independent; σ and µ change linearly along with temperature.
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Fig: 4.12 shows the voltage signal without temperature control. The glitches caused by
the magnetic EMF were cleaned up by programming. The misalignment voltage drifted
quickly along with the temperature, which was (0.005 ± 0.011) ◦C. From the 100 mea-
surement cycles, the Hall voltage VH = (398.4 ± 0.7) nV . The noise level was still low
compared with the measurement with temperature control. However, the heat generated
by the magnet did not dramatically change the temperature until the 40th cycle. More
details are shown in Fig: 4.13. In Fig: 4.13(e), Ts drifted from 20.03
◦C to 20.06 ◦C in
the first 40 cycles (1 minute per cycle); it drifted from 20.06 ◦C to 20.5 ◦C in the rest
60 cycles. The reason Ts changed relatively slowly in the first 40 cycles than later can be
explained: the sample holder box needs time to be heated up by the magnet. If the Hall
measurement was continued after the 100th cycle without PI temperature control, the Ts
would increase as the rate of 1 ◦C per hour. In Fig: 4.13(c) VH = (398.5 ± 0.5) nV in
the first 40 cycles, and VH = (398.4 ± 0.8) nV in the rest 60 cycles. It shows that the
measurement uncertainty of VH increases when Ts drifts faster.
In the AC Hall measurement with the transformer, the most significant noise source was
VM related to the temperature drift. By using the PI temperature control, the noise level
was lowered by 60%. If there was a temperature control, and the electrical conductivity
of the sample stayed constant during the measurement, the dominant noise would be the
voltage noise produced by the noise in the excitation current and the sample-lead contact
resistance. Stabilizing VM is also important when measuring the Hall voltage by the lock-
in amplifier. A proper dynamic range of the lock-in amplifier is required. For example,
if it was known that VH was around 400 nV , a proper reading range would be ±500 nV .
Large VM drift may cause the “overload” reading of the lock-in amplifier; this drift can
be reduced by the PI temperature control. It is good to point out that the PI control
function slightly lowers the speed of the LabVIEW program. If the goal is to qualitatively
measure the RH at room temperature, the measurement without the PI control may still
satisfy the requirement. However, since n and µ of thermoelectric samples at different
temperatures, up to T = 1000 K, are important information, good temperature control
is required. In conclusion, the PI temperature control benefits the AC Hall measurement
with the transformer.
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Figure 4.12: The voltage data of the AC Hall measurement with the transformer but
without temperature control. The voltage shown in the figure is after taking the trans-
former ×100 gain into account. The voltage drifted about +200 nV in 120 minutes.
Voffset = +10.84 µV .
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Figure 4.13: Details of the AC Hall measurement without temperature control. (a) is the
excitation current. (b) and (d) are the voltage data when magnetic fields were +B and
−B. (c) is the calculated Hall voltage. (e) is the temperature, Ts, during the test; it kept
below 20.5 ◦C in the first 40 measurement cycles and rose quickly to 20.5 ◦C due to the
heat from the magnet. (f) RH = (8.25± 0.001)× 10−8V.m/AT in the first 40 measurement
cycles, and RH = (8.25 ± 0.002)×10−8V.m/AT in the rest 60 measurement cycles. The
temperature drift increased the uncertainty of RH.
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4.3.2 AC Hall measurement without the transformer
The Hall measurement can still take the benefits of the AC current and the lock-in amplifier
without using the transformer. Furthermore, 10 MΩ input impedance is much better than
that of the transformer. However, there is 88 dB CMRR between the input A and the
input B, which causes voltage offset.
Fig: 4.14 is the voltage of the AC Hall measurement without the transformer. The
magnetic EMF glitches were cleaned by programming. Voffset=-7.658 µV with I = 12 mA
and T was controlled to 23 ◦C. The measurement results are: VH = (413.9±6.6) nV
and RH = (8.591 ± 0.014)×10−8V.m/AT . The input noise of the lock-in amplifier caused
±5.7 nV RMS noise after averaging 40 points, which was close to the uncertainty of VH.
From the Fig: 4.15, the common mode voltage drift also caused noise which was counted
as VH.
In Fig: 4.15(b) and Fig: 4.15(d), the voltage drift followed 0.01 V/A which was much
higher than the misalignment resistance. The sample was under temperature control, and
its electrical resistivity was stabilized. The excitation current in Fig: 4.15(a) showed the
same drift trend. Therefore, one explanation is that the drifting voltage was caused by
the common mode voltage of the lock-in amplifier. The voltage at the sense leads, VA, is
not zero because of the sample-lead contact resistance. Then the CMRR offset voltage,
VCMRR, can be written as:
VCMRR = 4× 10−5 IRcontact (4.2)
and:
I =
VOL
Rload + 2Rcontact
(4.3)
where VOL is the output voltage from the lock-in amplifier which is relatively constant;
Rload is the total current limiting resistance which was 260 Ω in this measurement, Rcontact
is the contact resistance at one joint between the sample and the current lead. At the
beginning this measurement, Rcontact = 11 Ω, so VA =0.132 V when I = 12 mA. With
CMRR=88 dB, the offset voltage VCMRR = 5.26 µV . The 0.01 mA or 0.083 % current
change in Fig: 4.15(a) corresponds to 0.12 Ω Rcontact change, which is reasonable for a
mechanical joint connection by the pogo pins.
In conclusion, in the AC Hall measurement without the transformer, the dominant
noise sources are the CMRR offset voltage of the SR830 lock-in amplifier and VM.
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Figure 4.14: Voltage in the AC Hall measurement without the transformer. T = 23.0◦C
by the PI temperature control. Voffset = −7.858 µV . In this figure, the voltage noise is
more significant than that in Fig: 4.9.
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Figure 4.15: The AC Hall measurement without the transformer. (a) is the excitation
current. (b) and (d) are the voltage data when the magnetic fields were +B and −B. (c)
is the calculated Hall voltage. (e) is the temperature Ts under temperature control during
the test. (f) RH = (8.59± 0.014)× 10−8V •m/AT
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4.4 Discussions
4.4.1 Comparison of the three Hall measurement methods
In this thesis, three methods are introduced: the DC Hall measurement, the AC Hall
measurement with the transformer, and the AC Hall measurement without the transformer.
From the experimental results, the most accurate way to measure the RH of sample
Ks is to use the AC Hall measurement with the transformer. The intrinsic noise of the
voltmeter is one of the main noise sources. The transformer amplifies the signal from the
sample by a factor of 100 while the noise from the voltmeter is kept at the same level.
Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio in the AC Hall measurement with the transformer is
higher than that without the transformer.
The limitation of using the transformer is that is has a relatively low input impedance.
It has a maximum input impedance of about 600 Ω at a frequency of 15 Hz, which
means that the loading resistance at its input should not be over 50 Ω.[3] Therefore, the
transformer method is not ideal for samples with high electrical resistivity.
Compared to the method with the transformer, the AC Hall measurement without the
transformer has a high input impedance, but it is limited by its poor signal-to-noise ratio
and lower CMRR.
By measuring the temperature dependence of the sample electrical resistivity, it is clear
that VM drifted along with temperature during the Hall measurement and caused significant
noise. One way to slow the drift is to use the PI temperature control properly.
In the DC Hall measurement, the temperature control was disturbed by the noise
through the GPIB cables. After fixing the GPIB problem, the comparison between the
measurement with or without the PI control shows that the thermal EMF was one of the
dominant sources of voltage noise. VM can be stabilized by the temperature control; it
drifted without temperature control but its noise contribution was overwhelmed by the
noise from VT which was more significant. Note that the heat from the electromagnet
changed the thermal EMF though the electrical leads connecting to the sample and the
nano-voltmeter. The PI temperature control can only stabilize the sample temperature Ts
but not the temperature in the shielded room. The drift in VT was not seen to be reduced
with temperature control, so it must be caused by the various contacts in the leads running
to the voltmeter. The uncertainty of VH with temperature control was the same as that
without temperature control.
In the AC Hall measurement, the noise due to VT becomes insignificant, and VM becomes
a significant noise source. The PI temperature control can stabilize the sample temperature
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and its electrical conductivity against the heat from the electromagnet. Compared with
the measurement without the PI temperature control, the measurement with temperature
control has slower VM drift and lower uncertainty of VH. The low noise measurement
provides the chance to study the temperature dependence of the charge carrier density n
and the mobility µ.
4.4.2 Normalized Hall resistance RH
RH was normalized to be ∆RH/RH to compared the measurement uncertainties of the
different methods, where ∆RH is the standard error of 100 measurement data points. The
result is shown in the Figure: 4.16. The dash lines in the figure are the theoretical limit
from the electronics.
The AC Hall measurement with the transformer has the lowest experimental measure-
ment uncertainty; it also has the lowest thermal noise because of the large signal-to-noise
ratio. The temperature control was found to improve the measurement uncertainty by
30%.
The DC Hall measurement has eight times higher uncertainty than the AC Hall mea-
surement with the transformer. Its experimentally determined noise was much higher than
the theoretical limit, which may have been caused by the drifting thermal EMF. The un-
certainties of the measurement with and without temperature control are almost the same,
which indicates that the thermal EMF outside the sample holder box may be the dominant
noise source.
The AC measurement without temperature control had the highest measurement un-
certainty even with temperature control. Firstly, it had the highest noise, most of which
came from the input noise of the lock-in amplifier. Secondly, there was a noticeable com-
mon mode voltage offset when using the method, which also increases the uncertainty while
measuring the Hall voltage.
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Figure 4.16: (∆RH/RH) % of different measurements. The dash lines are the theoretical
limit of the methods only considering the electronic noise from the electronics.
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4.4.3 Measurement speed
The DC Hall measurement had low measurement speed compared with the AC Hall mea-
surement, shown in Fig: 2.9. The DC Hall measurement needed at least five steps in each
measurement cycle, changing I or B, in order to collect enough voltage data to cancel out
VT and VM. The AC Hall measurement, because of the AC current, only needed three
steps, where only B was changed. If measuring 100 data points of RH for low measurement
uncertainty, the DC Hall measurement needed about seven more hours than the AC Hall
measurement.
Another concern with the setups is that the heat dissipation of the electromagnet in the
Hall measurement setup was significant. After continuously providing a 0.5 T magnetic
field for four hours, the magnet and surroundings would need about one day to cool back
to room temperature. Therefore, more RH data points can be taken in a single day with
higher measurement speed.
In conclusion, considering the measurement speed, the AC Hall measurement with the
transformer is recommended.
4.5 Summary
The DC Hall measurement is a simple method to measure the Hall resistance and the charge
carrier density. It requires a low noise DC voltmeter to read small Hall voltage signals. The
most important noise source is the drifting thermal EMF caused by the temperature drift.
Furthermore, the directions of both the current and the magnetic field need be switched
in the measurement, which causes low measurement speed. The standard derivation of the
best measurement method can be 1.0%, which is good enough to qualitatively characterize
the charge carrier densities of various samples.
The AC Hall measurement with the transformer has the highest signal to noise ratio.
It can also eliminate the thermal EMF problem and common mode problem. The mea-
surement uncertainty is sensitive to the misalignment voltage and the electrical resistivity
of the sample, which requires good temperature control. The 600 Ω input impedance of
the transformer limits the measurement to low electrical resistivity samples with low lead
resistance and low contact resistance.
The AC Hall measurement without the transformer is capable of measuring samples
with high ρ because of the high input impedance of the lock-in amplifier. The offset voltage
caused by the common mode is the most important noise source in the measurement.
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The PI temperature control can stabilize the sample holder box temperature and the
samples’ electrical conductivity, especially when the magnet heats up. Comparing the
results with temperature control and without temperature control, the temperature control
slightly improved the measurement uncertainty.
4.6 Conclusions
The three methods: the DC Hall measurement, the AC Hall measurement with the trans-
former, and the AC Hall measurement without the transformer are good to measure the
Hall resistance of bulky thermoelectric samples at room temperature. If not considering
the systematic error caused by the accuracy of the sample geometry, the uncertainties of
the three methods were below 1%.
The DC Hall measurement is based on the working principle of Hall effects and has a
simpler setup structure; however, it is slower than the AC Hall measurement. The thermal
EMF is its main noise source.
The AC Hall measurement with the transformer is the best way to measure thermoelec-
tric samples with low electrical resistivity. The benefits of using this method rather than
the DC method are the lower measurement uncertainty and higher measurement speed.
The thermal EMF problem, which bothered the DC method, was not seen in the AC Hall
measurement.
The AC Hall measurement without the transformer is the most inaccurate method of
the three methods because of the common mode voltage offset and the low signal-to noise
ratio.
The PI temperature control may improve the measurement accuracy by stabilizing
sample temperature and misalignment voltage VM. It only slightly improved the AC Hall
measurement but not in the DC Hall measurement because of the drifting thermal EMF.
4.7 Future work
The Hall measurement techniques discussed in this thesis are good but not perfect. Fu-
ture work can be focused on improving the measurement accuracy and applying a larger
temperature range during the measurement. Some improvements may be reached in the
short term, while some are time-consuming. The first thing that can be completed in a
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relatively short time is to develop a better temperature control system, such as adding
a cooling system on the electromagnet and adjusting the effective temperature range of
the PI temperature control. Second, the connection leads can to be altered to reduce the
number of joints within dissimilar materials, which can lower the thermocouple effect in
the DC Hall measurement.
More effort can be placed to develop the setup which will be capable of doing the Hall
measurement at high temperatures. Problems will arise at high temperatures, such as the
polystyrene sample holder blocks may melt.; the samples, which are often toxic, may have
significant vapour pressure and become too hazardous to measure in this open configu-
ration. These challenges is more likely to require redesigning a new measurement setup
rather than simply tweaking the existing one. However, as many other high-temperature
Hall measurement setups have already been designed, the work is feasible.
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Part II
Subgap Leakage measurement of
Josephson Junctions
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Chapter 5
Introduction
5.1 Introduction of Josephson junctions and subgap
leakage measurement
Josephson junctions are nonlinear electronic elements and operated at low temperature.
One type of Josephson junctions is superconductor-insulator-superconductor(SIS), using
niobium for its superconducting layers and oxidized aluminum for its insulator layer. Nio-
bium is used for its relatively high superconducting transition temperature (Tc = 9.3 K,
and aluminium oxide is used for its ease of deposition. It has promising potential for
various of applications, such as quantum computing and photon detectors.[16][29]
The subgap leakage measurement is a method that characterizes the quasiparticle con-
ductance in Josephson junctions at low temperature.[31] When there is a small voltage
bias across the junction, Cooper pairs break and turn into quasiparticles which penetrate
through the insulator barrier.
A small current can be measured when applying non-zero bias voltage V < 2∆ to
the junction, where ∆ is the superconducting gap of the electrode. The current-voltage
data points can be plotted in the same graph, which is the I-V curve of the junction.
The lowest current value in the curve is usually seen as the smallest subgap current Isg,
and the resistance corresponding to Isg is the subgap resistance Rsg. The BCS theory
predicts that the Rsg is highly related to the temperature. When the junction approaches
zero-temperature, the number of the quasiparticles generated by thermal excitation drops
dramatically, and Isg should be around zero, where Rsg is infinite large. An approximate
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formula of Isg is[45]
Isg =
2Gn
e
e
− ∆
kBT
√
2∆
eV + 2∆
(eV + ∆)Ko(
eV
2kBT
) (5.1)
where ∆ is the superconducting gap of electrodes, and T is the temperature with T << ∆
kB
.
However, Isg is often detected at low temperature, which is not expected. The experiment
of determining the Isg is called subgap leakage measurement.
5.2 Subgap leakage current
Subgap leakage current is caused by Andreev reflections, multiparticle tunneling, material
defects, and pinholes.[13] A recent observation by using TEM and ATM clearly showed
surface roughness between layers, diffusive spots, and pinholes.[17] The subgap leakage
current decreased after the layer surface structure was improved. However, by comparing
the subgap resistance of different junctions, another paper proved that pinholes may not be
a dominant source of the subgap leakage in SIS tunnel junctions with high resistance.[13]
Although the junction layers could be directly observed, there might be defects that are
caused by some ultra-fine particles, which is hard to observe.[17] For example, some par-
ticles may be located between the layers of the junction and cause the rough surface. The
critical current, Ic, and subgap leakage current could be affected by those particles, which
could be clearly detected in the subgap leakage measurement. Therefore, the I-V character-
istics of the junctions at different positions under the same wafer can provide information
to improve the fabrication processes.
In quantum computing, Josephson junctions are the essential element of qubits which
have well-determined |0〉 and |1〉 states. They are required to have long coherence time,
T1, in order to function the qubits.[7] However, subgap leakage can limit T1. A study
showed that the quasiparticles which tunnel through the junctions could cause decoherence
by several mechanisms.[24] For example, it may generate noises with certain frequencies,
which causes the transition between states. It is also the source of energy dissipation. The
electrical circuit connections to the qubits may also be the reason of decoherence, which
may cause Isg to be temperature-independent at low temperature.[31][30] The quantum
quality factor, Q, is also related to the subgap leakage, which requires the junctions to
have more than 1 GΩ resistance when Q>106.[34]
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5.3 I-V curves of Josephson junctions
The research in this thesis used Josephson junctions from D-wave Inc. The junctions were
unshunted Nb/AlOx/Nb tunnel junctions. The Isg values of the junctions were measured
by characterizing their I-V curves. There are two types of methods: current bias and
voltage bias.
The current bias method has a DC current applied to the junction while voltage is
measured. The voltage bias method has a DC bias voltage applied and the current through
the junction is measured. The two methods show very different I-V curves for the same
junction.
5.3.1 Current bias
The promising applications of Josephson junctions come from their non-linear current-
voltage relationship below the critical temperature of the junctions. Fig: 5.1 shows the
theoretical I-V curves of Josephson junctions at low temperature with current bias.[44]
When increasing the bias current from zero, the junction stays superconducting with
zero voltage. When the current exceeds Ic, the junction turns non-superconducting and
the voltage quickly approaches the gap voltage Vg = 2∆/e; if the current increases further,
the junction turns to the normal region and behaves like a normal resistor with its normal
resistance, Rn. Then decreasing the bias current from I > Ic, the junction voltage stays at
Vg = 2∆/e until I reaches a return current, Ir. A similar characteristic occurs for negative
applied currents. The direction of the voltage change during the scan is indicated by the
arrows in Fig: 5.1.
The region where 0 < V < 2∆/e is considered to be the subgap region. With this
method, the subgao leakage current cannot be clearly identified.
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Figure 5.1: Hysteresis I-V curve of unshunted Josephson junctions.[44] The errors indicate
how junction voltage V change along with bias current I.
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5.3.2 Voltage bias
Unlike current bias, the voltage bias method measures the junction current while applying
DC voltage to the junction. The I-V curve of an unshunted Josephson junction from the
voltage bias method is usually non-hysteretic, which shows more details of the subgap
region than the current bias method.
For a Nb/AlOx/Nb junction, although there are different methods and standards, one
general characterization of the subgap leakage is to measure the current Isg with bias
voltage Vtextbias=0.5 mV:
Rsg =
Vtextbias
Isg
(5.2)
For a junction to be suitable for quantum computing applications, Rsg is expected to be
larger than 1 GΩ. Previous research has focused on the subgap leakage characterization of
Josephson junctions.[31][14] As shown in Fig: 5.2, there are some peaks and valleys below
1.0 mV , which poses an unsolved puzzle. One possible reason may be the existence of a
resonance frequency, even through the bias is a DC voltage.[12]
Figure 5.2: subgap leakage curve of a Nb Josephson junction at T = 0.8 K. Its critical
current Ic is changed by applied magnetic field. [31]
The Ic and Rn of the junctions are different because of the difference in sizes, materials,
and layered structure. A method to compare different junctions is to plot RnI − V curves
or eRnI/∆ − eV/∆ curves. Based on the equation derived by Ambegaokar and Baratoff,
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the junctions with same superconducting electrodes have the same IcRn:[2]
IcRn =
pi∆
2e
tanh(
∆
2kBT
) (5.3)
Figure: 5.3 and Figure: 5.4 show the comparison using normalized I-V curves of differ-
ent Nb Josephson junctions.[23] The calculation from Ohm’s law is shown as the straight
line (c) in both figures. Figure 5.3 shows that junction (a) and junction (b) have different
Jc and I-V characterization in the subgap region where 0 < V < 2.5 mV . The signif-
icant current change near V = 2,7 mV corresponds to the superconducting gap of Nb.
When V > 3.0 mV , curve (a) and curve (b) turn to straight lines, which shows that both
junctions behave as normal ohmic resistors. Figure: 5.4 shows the comparison between an
ideal Josephson junction, shown as curve (a), and a junction with pinholes, shown as (b).
Because the pinholes short the two electrodes, the junction with pinholes does not show
the Josephson effect in the curve (b). In conclusion, the normalized I-V curves can clearly
compare the quality of different junctions.
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P,,t, of the base electrode film to oxygen during tunnel 
barrier growth, by varying the oxygen partial pressure 
P, and the oxidation time t,. There are two distinct 
regimes in the kinetics of barrier formation, as indicated 
by the two different slopes in the power-law dependence 
Fig. 1 shows representative I-V curves for junctions 
in the (a) low ( < 50 pA/pm2) and (b) high (> 200 
pA/pm2) J, regimes. For comparison, the normal state 
I-V (Ohm’s law) is also shown. Within the low-J, re- 
gime, the characteristics changed very little with chang- 
ing J,. For 50 pA/pm2 < .I, < 200 pA/pm2, a dramatic 
crossover occurred in the I-V characteristics, with a 
monotonic increase in (1) subgap leakage, (2) I-V 
structure at subharmonics of the gap voltage 2A/ne, 
where n is an integer, (3) excess current at large voltages, 
and (4) the I,R, product. In the high-J, regime, the 
characteristics again changed very little with J,. Note the 
subgap structure and excess current in curve (b). Good 
Josephson properties, indicated by the nearly-ideal re- 
sponse to a magnetic field in the plane of the barrier, 
were obtained for junctions spanning the entire range 
of .I, up to 4 mA/pm2 [SI. 
of J,(E) c31, c91. 
The features which emerged in moving from the low 
to the high-J, regime can be accounted for in a number 
of ways. In particular, the origin of leakage currents and 
subharmonic gap structure have continued to be con- 
troversial [2] and excess currents in tunnel junctions 
[1]-[3] have received little recent attention. There is, 
however, a single physical phenomenon which can ac- 
count for all of the observed effects, namely multiple 
Andreev reflections (MAR) [ 10 3, [ 1 13. 
Andreev reflections contribute sigtllfcantly to the 
current in a superconducting contact only if its 
quantum-mechanical transparency IT I is large, ap- 
proaching unity [ 123. The resistance of such a contact 
must be extremely low, -1O-j 62 - pma. On the other 
hand, our junctions exhibiting features associated with 
MAR had resistances ranging from 0.5 R - pm2 (Jc N- 
4 mA/pm2) up to 10 62 - pm2 (J, N IO pA/pm2) or even 
higher. In addition, contacts exhibiting MAR in the- 
oretical calculations [ 111 show ahnost no structure at 
%/e, the location of the most prominent feature in our 
devices. Finally, the nearly-ideal magnetic field response 
over the entire J, range [3] suggests conventional 
tunneling behavior with a uniform barrier. 
1V. MODEL B. Parallel Path Model 
Recognizing that measured J, and r,, are average 
quantities that do not necessarily reflect the local value 
of I T 1’ at any point in the barrier, we can account for 
the observed junction behavior by invoking two con- 
duction paths, with microscopic low-resistance defects 
(pinholes), having 1 T I - 1, in parallel with large areas 
of nearly-ideal tunnel barrier. The critical current and 
conductance resulting from the defects will not dwarf 
those resulting from the barrier itself as long as they oc- 
cupy only a tiny fraction of the junction area. The 
magnetic field response of any junction is directly related 
to the Fourier transform of the junction current density 
(averaged along the field direction) along the direction 
normal to the field [ 131. Even if the critical current is 
dominated by infiitesimal pinholes, the magnetic field 
response can be nearly ideal, provided that the pinholes 
are numerous and evenly-distributed enough (on a scale 
small compared with the junction dimension) that the 
discrete approximation which they represent to the ideal 
Fourier transform of a uniform current density is a good 
one. This is consistent with sub-=-sized pinholes, 
with IT12 - 1, randomly distributed throughout the 
barriers in the smallest junctions (-1 pm2) we have 
produced to date [2], [3]. 
The idea of parallel paths is not, by itself, of quanti- 
tative value. We can construct a semi-quantitative 
model for the barrier by recognizing that barrier thick- 
ness in not a continuously-adjustable parameter. Even 
though the oxide barrier is amorphous in nature, we can 
exploit the fact that it consists of basic structural units 
(in a single crystal film of simple structure, these would 
A .  Multiple Andrew Reflections 
4 -  
v (mv) 
Fig. 1. Typical 4.2 K I-V curves for (a) low ( <  50 
pNpm2) and (b) high (> 200 pA/pm2) J, junctions. 
The current is scaled by the normal state resistance. In 
(b) the electrodes went normal for biases beyond the 
maximum shown. (c) Normal state I-V (Ohm’s law). 
Figure 5.3: Typical 4.2 K I-V curves for (a) low critical current density Jc, (b) high Jc
junctions and (c) Ohm’s law prediction.[23]
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2737 
be monolayers). We know that the AI oxide layer in a 
Nb/NO,/Nb junction behaves as a nearly-rectangular 
tunnel barrier with a height of ~ 1 . 5  eV [ 141. With such 
a barrier, 1TI2 will vary by roughly two orders of mag- 
nitude for every monolayer change in thickness. This 
suegests a very simple barrier model. All regions of the 
barrier having a continuous oxide contribute ideal 
tunneling current. necause I ‘TI < I ,  the contrib- 
ution due to Andrcev reflections is negligible, and we 
approximate .I, for these regions by curve (a) of Fig. 2. 
For a unifortn barrier, even with J, as low as I O  
pA/pm2, the barrier is less than three monolayers thick 
(i.e., it is only two monolayers thick in places). Thus, 
it is not hard to understand why, as J, grows beyond a 
few hundred pA/pm2, there are regions in which the 
barrier is absent. A sizeable region of this nature would 
act as a nonJosephson short. If, however, the shorts 
are actually sub-nm (i.e. roughly unit cell dimensions) 
in size, they should behave as ideal point contacts. For 
the simplest model, we assume that all such defects have 
the same value of I T I - 1. l h e  value of 1 ’r I ’, pre- 
sumably determined by the Nb/Al/Nb structure of a 
barrier-free contact, determines the overall shape of the 
dynamic resistance dV/dl as a function of V [ 111 (i.e., 
whether, and to what extent, the curve increases or de- 
creases with increasing voltage). For the second con- 
tribution to the current, curve (b) of Fig. 2, we choose 
a value of 1‘1’12 (N 0.7) which gives an overall shape 
consistent with the available data. This value is assumed 
to hold for all defects in all junctions. Note the large 
a 
\ 
Fig. 2. Theoretical I-V characteristics used to describe 
the two channels in the junction model: (a) Ideal tunnel 
junction. (b) Point contact (pinhole). The normal state 
I-V (Ohm’s law) is shown in (c). 
excess current and subgap structure along with the lack 
of discernible structure at 28. 
C. Fits to Data 
Within our simple model, the total current in any 
particular junction consists of a simple linear combina- 
tion of curves (a) and (b) from Fig. 2. The contribution 
of (b) increases monotonically from negligible at a few 
tens of pA/pm2 to dominant at 4 mA/pm2. Fig. 3 shows 
fits to I-V and dV/dI-V curves for a leaky 20 pA/pm2 
junction and a typical 250 pA/pm2 one, assuming that 
4 and 30%, respectively, of the total normal state cur- 
rent is carried by pinhole defects. 
‘I’he fits in Fig. 3 successfully account for the relative 
amount of subgap current, the location and size of the 
subgap structure, the height of the step at the gap, and 
the amount of excess current at large voltages. It also 
accounts for the higher I,Rn product in high-J, junc- 
tions, compared with low-J, ones [3]. The fit is poor in 
the gap region, especially in high J, junctions, due to 
proximity and nonequilibrium effects, which are not 
important here. 
D. Interpret at ion 
1Iigh and low J, correspond to the low and high ex- 
posure regimes, respectively, in the dependence of J, on 
oxygen exposure [ 3 ] .  Recent investigations of the effect 
of substrate temperature during trilayer growth on 
junction properties [ 9 ]  revealed that, in the high-J, re- 
gime, J, is independent of substrate temperature T, for 
77 K < T, < 420 K. The temperature dependence was 
strong for low J,. In the low-J, regime, it is clear that the 
effect of increased oxygen exposure is to increase barrier 
thickness, presumably by a conventional growth process 
such as field-aided diffusion. Increasing T, increases the 
growth rate. In the high-J, regime, the sticking coefi- 
cient for oxygen must be near unity for the bare AI sur- 
face and small for subsequent layers, independent of T,. 
We believe that increased oxygen exposure heals 
naturally-occuring pinhole defects in the initial layer of 
adsorbed oxygen. 
Our model can be refined to include the effects of fi- 
nite Andreev contributions from the thinnest oxide lay- 
ers and more than one possible defect transparency 
value. This results in better detailed fits to the data and 
allows the model to be extended to low J, junctions, 
accounting for excess subgap currents in them. 
The theory behind our model [ 1 I] covers pair, as well 
as quasiparticle, currents. This allows predictions of 
device performance with the high-J, barrier structure 
taken into account. If the defect density can be reduced, 
it may also be possible to devise a process for growing 
high-J, junctions with low subgap leakage. 
Figure 5.4: Theoretical I-V characteristics used to describe the junctions: (a)an ideal
tunnel junction; (b)a junction with pinholes; (c) Ohm’s law.[23]
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5.3.3 Magnetic suppression
As shown in Fig: 5.2, the supercurrent can be suppressed by the outer magnetic field.
For a junction with rectangle geometry, the magnetic field should be perpendicular to
the direction of the supercurrent. If the thickness of the insulation layer is d, the field
penetration depth is λ, then the magnetic flux Φ is
Φ = (d+ 2λ)LB (5.4)
where L is the width of the junction, and B is the applied magnetic field.
The maximum supercurrent under Φ, Im(Φ), follows the eq. 5.5 and shown in Fig: 5.5:[44]
Im(H)/Im(0) = |sin(piΦ/Φ0)/(piΦ/Φ0)| (5.5)
where φ0 = 2.07 mT • µm2. By changing the magnetic flux to certain values, the super-
current can be suppressed to be nearly zero, which helps to observe Isg.
Furthermore, the supercurrent-flux curve is highly related to the current density dis-
tribution of the junctions.[5] It provides the feedback information of pinholes or imperfect
edges of the Josephson junctions.
Figure 5.5: Maximum supercurrent of Josephson junctions suppressed by magnetic flux.[44]
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5.4 Temperature dependence
Described as Eq. 5.1, the smallest subgap leakage current Imin of the junction LL8 shows
strong temperature dependence at low temperature, shown in Fig: 5.6.[31] Two different
magnetic field values are applied which causes the two Ic. The relationship between ln Imin
and T−1 is linear above T = 1 K as the prediction of the BCS theory; when below T =
1 K, Imin − T−1 curve becomes flat and Imin approaches a constant when T decreases.
What causes the flat curves is of the utmost interest. This could be due to mechanical
defects, pinholes, or external noise. By characterizing this residual leakage current, process
conditions can be altered to make better junctions or better circuit configurations with
lower leakage.
Figure 5.6: Subgap leakage current temperature dependence in the experiment. [31] The
curves are linear above T = 1 K which follows the BCS theory prediction; they are flattened
when T < 1 K.
5.5 Motivation and challenges
The research about the subgap leakage measurement in this thesis is part of the collabo-
ration among Jan Kycia’s group at the University of Waterloo, JPL and D-wave Inc.. The
goal is to test the quality of Josephson junctions manufactured by different techniques.
For this thesis, the motivation is to put together a exerimental system that can accurately
characterize the I-V curves and subgap leakage current of different Josephson junctions at
low temperature. Therefore, this part is to introduce the technique of characterizing the
Josephson junctions at low temperature. The sample preparation steps will be introduced
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first and then the measurement setup, which includes an adiabatic demagnetization re-
frigerator (ADR) and a superconducting magnet. After that, the experiment results from
different sample junctions will be described.
There are some challenges related to the subgap leakage measurement. Some of these
are associated with the low-level subgap leakage current which can be as low as 1 pA.
The interesting signal from the sample may be buried in the electrical noise through the
circuit; therefore, the noise sources of the measurement should be analyzed and reduced. A
sensitive and low noise current amplifier is necessary as well. Furthermore, some challenges
are related to the environment temperature of the sample. The lowest temperatures the
ADR can reach is 130 mK, which is sufficient to enter the interesting flat region of the
subgap leakage measurement. It was found that the system has a poorly defined region
in the temperature range, 1.2 ∼ 1.4 K. This has been attributed to the superconducting
transition of aluminium support parts near the sample. Last but not least, the samples
are fragile to high currents and static. It was challenging to protect the sample from being
overloaded during the sample preparation period and the measurement period.
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Chapter 6
Subgap leakage measurement setup
6.1 Sample preparation
The samples are chips containing multiple Josephson junctions, manufactured and sent to
our group from D-wave Inc. The junction chip is glued to a copper chip holder by GE
varnish and electrically connected by wire bonds. The chip holder is mounted to a copper
sample holder with copper shield, shown in Fig: 6.1.
Each junction has four wire bonding electrodes. The current bias method needs to wire
all four electrodes of the junction; the voltage bias method only needs two. The sample
holder is capable of wiring two to four junctions at the same time.
The sample holder is mounted to the base temperature stage of an adiabatic demag-
netization refrigerator (ADR) for low-temperature measurements. The model name of the
ADR is High Precision Devices SHASTA 106 adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator. It
is designed to lower the temperature of small samples from several Kelvins to down to 50
mK by reducing the spin entropy of paramagnetic salt crystals inside the ADR.[35]
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Chip with multiple junctions
Copper chip holder
Pin connector to wire bonds 
converter (up to 8 leads)
1 cm
Four-pin connector
Copper shield
Figure 6.1: The copper sample holder, without(left) and with(right) the copper shield, for
the subgap leakage measurement.
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Fig: 6.2 shows the experimental steps of the subgap leakage measurement. It takes
about one week from the sample preparation step to the time when the first junction is
fully tested.
Sample preparation:
• Glue chip on sample 
holder (10 minutes); 
wait 1 day 
• Wire bonding           
(4 hours to 1 week)
Mount the sample on 
the fridge. (30 mins)
Cool down fridge 
from room 
temperature to 2.7 K
(24 hours) 
Pre-test: measure I-V 
curve of the junction up 
to normal mode at 
𝑇 = 2.7 𝐾 , 𝐵 = 0 𝑇
(20 mins ~ 1 hour)
2~4 junctions 
are wired
Measure maximum 
supercurrent – magnetic 
field 𝐵 relationship, 
find the best 𝐵 value.  
(1 hour)
Measure I-V 
curves at different 
magnetic field
(4 hours)
Cool down to base temperature
(6 hours); measure I-V curve at 
different temperature with 
same 𝐵 value (2 to 8 hours 
depending on the cooling 
capacity of ADR)
May cool down multiple times
Switch to 
another 
junction
16
Figure 6.2: Experimental steps of subgap leakage measurement.
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6.2 Current bias circuit
The current bias circuit is shown in Fig: 6.3. An SR 830 lock-in amplifier was used to
provide the DC voltage source. By using the four-wire measurement, the junction voltage
was qmplified by a PAR 113 preamplifier with 10 MΩ input impedance and then be read
by an Agilent 34401a multimeter. This setup was designed to characterize the I-V curves of
the junctions whose subgap resistances are much smaller than the resistance of the current
limiting resistor.
The sample holder cell was on the base temperature stage, which could be cooled down
to 50 mK in principle. In practice, the base temperature was 130 mK due to the heat load
on the cold stage. The sample holde. The sample holder was also at the center of a small
made-in-house NbTi superconducting magnet which connected to the 2.7 K stage. A heat
switch connects the two stages. A Lakeshore germanium resistance thermometer(GRT)
was on the base temperature stage and measures its temperature.
Agilent 
34401a 
multimeter
V
SR 830 lock-in 
amplifier 
voltage source
PAR 113 
preamplifier
𝜋 filterSafety box
sample cell with 
superconducting magnet
ADR vacuum shield, room temperature
𝑍𝑖 =10 MΩ
Current limiting 
resistor
Heat 
switch
2.7 K level
Base temperature, 130 mK ~ 2.7 K
Junction     
GRT
Figure 6.3: Current bias circuit of the subgap leakage measurement
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Safety box: Josephson junctions can be destroyed by unexpected electronic spikes;
therefore, a safety box with double pole double throw switches was installed to protect the
junctions. During the experiment, the switches were opened, and the leads to the junction
were floating; when not measuring the junction, the switches were closd, shortening the
junction to the ground.
6.3 Voltage bias circuit
Fig: 6.4 is the voltage bias circuit. The SR 830 lock-in amplifier with a DC voltage divider
was the voltage source. The junction current was measured by an Ithaco model 1211
preamplifier and an Agilent 34401a multimeter. The set up is designed to measure junctions
with high subgap leakage resistance.
Agilent 
34401a 
multimeter
V
SR 830 lock-
in amplifier 
voltage 
source
2000:1 or 200:1
voltage divider
Ithaco model 
1211 preamplifier
10−3A/V
~
10−11A/V
𝜋 filterSafety box
sample cell with 
superconducting magnet
ADR vacuum shield, room temperature
Heat 
switch
2.7 K level
Base temperature, 130 mK ~ 2.7 K
Junction     GRT
Figure 6.4: Voltage bias circuit of the subgap leakage measurement
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6.3.1 Electrochemical effects
Electrochemical effects are parasitic effects in this case, where the measurement circuit is
shorted by chemicals between two leads.[19] The electrochemical leakage current is typi-
cally on the level of 10−8 ∼ 10−13 A which may cause large noise in the low-level current
measurement. In this measurement setup, the effects were caused by the dirty soldering
flux on the switches of the safety box, shown in Fig: 6.5. This problem was solved by
carefully performing soldering with a small amount of flux.
Figure 6.5: A dirty switch in the safety box covered by soldering flux. The red circle in
the figure shows the dirty lead of the switch and the remaining flux
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Chapter 7
Subgap leakage measurement: results
and discussions
7.1 Current bias versus voltage bias
Junction JJ1-0.4um is a junction with the size of 0.4 µm × 0.4 µm. Fig: 7.1 are the I-V
curves of the junction by using the current bias method, with T = 2.7 K and different
magnetic fields. At B = 0 mT , the critical current Ic = 0.115 µA, the return current Ir =
5 nA, and 2∆
e
= 2.7 mV . The hysteresis I-V curves are typical for unshunted Josephson
junctions. When increasing the magnetic field B, Ic decreases and finally turns to zero
when B = 68 mT ; 2∆
e
slightly decreases when increasing B.
Fig: 7.2 shows the I-V curves of the voltage bias method, using the same junction at
T=2.7 K. The curves are not hysteretic as compared with those measured with current
bias. The reason is that the bias current forces the junction to past the subgap region.
When increasing the bias current, the junction is forced to turn to the high voltage region
when its current is over the junction’s critical current; when decreasing the bias current,
the junction directly returns to the zero voltage stage when I< [Ic]. Therefore, if switching
to the current bias method from the voltage bias method in a very short time, the I-V
curves in Fig: 7.2 will follow the dash lines instead of the solid lines.
On the other hand, the voltage bias method can probe the subgap region. For example,
the I-V curves of the voltage bias method show four current peaks (at 0 mV, 0.25 mV, 0.6
mV, and 1 mV), which are not observed by the current bias method. The highest peak
corresponds to the largest supercurrent, while the reason causing the peaks are possibly due
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to Andreev reflections. In conclusion, the voltage bias method is better than the current
bias method when studying the subgap leakage current.
−2 −1 0 1 2
Vjunction[mV]
−0.2
−0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
Cu
rre
nt[
A]
0 mT
17 mT
34 mT
51 mT
68 mT
Figure 7.1: I-V curves of junction JJ1-0.4um at T = 2.7 K and different magnetic fields,
B, measured by the current bias method. The curves are hysteretic. The critical current
Ic decreases when increasing B.
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Figure 7.2: I-V curves of junction JJ1-0.4um at T = 2.7 K and different magnetic field,
measured by the voltage bias method. The solid lines are from the experiment which are
non-hysteresis. The dash lines are from the prediction of using current bias in the same
experiment, which match the I-V curves in Fig: 7.1.
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In Fig: 7.2, the Ic and Isg turn from the µA level to the nA level when increasing B.
The semi-log graph of I-V curves in Fig: 7.2 is then applied which helps to locate the
smallest current, shown in Fig: 7.3. The smallest current is located at V = 2.0 mV which
is 2.6 nA and does not change much with changing B. Therefore, the subgap current of
this junction is determined to be Isg = 2.6 nA at T = 2.7 K.
−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3
Vjunction[mV]
100
101
102
103
Cu
rre
nt[
nA
]
B=0 mT
B=32 mT
B=50 mT
B=63 mT
B=76 mT
Figure 7.3: The log(I)-V curves of junction JJ1-0.4um at T = 2.7 K by using the voltage
bias method, which use the same data of Fig: 7.2. It shows that the subgap current is
the lowest near Vjunction = 2.0 mV . When increasing the magnetic field, the height of the
peaks decreases.
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Similar to the method in Fig: 5.4, the normalized I-V curves of three junctions are
shown in Fig: 7.4. Junction JJ0-0.7um and junction JJ0-1.0um behave as regular Josephson
junctions. Notice that when increasing the bias voltage from 0 mV , their I-V curves behave
as “load lines”. The reason is that the subgap resistance of the junctions is much smaller
than the resistance of the signal wires. Junction JJ0-0.8um does not go into the normal
state when eV > 2∆. This indicates that there are some serious defects in the junction.
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
eVjunction/
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
eR
nI
/
JJ0-0.7um, Rn = 20
JJ0-0.8um
JJ0-1.0um, Rn = 47
Ohm's law
Figure 7.4: Normalized I-V curve of three Nb Josephson junctions on a same chip: junction-
0.7um(blue), junction-0.8um(orange), and junction-1.0um(green). The curves are mea-
sured only when increasing the bias voltage Vjunction. The red dashed line represents Ohm’s
law. T = 2.6 K, B = 0 mT .
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7.2 Magnetic suppression
The supercurrent can be suppressed by an external magnetic field. By measuring the
maximum supercurrent when changing the magnetic field, the best fit value Bn can be
found. By using Eq. 5.4 and Eq. 5.5, Φ = (0.056 µm2) • B if the penetration depth is
λ = 70 nm. The first smallest Im(Φ) corresponds to B1=74 mT . The Fig: 7.5 is the
experimental data for the maximum supercurrent of junction JJ1-0.4um at T = 2.7 K.
The supercurrent is close to zero when the magnetic field is 67 mT .
Figure 7.5: The maximum supercurrent of junction JJ1-0.4um at 2.7 K, changed by the
applied magnetic field B.
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Fig: 7.6 is the relationship between the maximum supercurrent and the magnetic flux
applied to the junction. The experiment curve is from the result in Fig: 7.5; the calculation
curve is based on Eq. 5.5. Both curves are symmetric along with the y-axis. The first
smallest I(Φ)/I(0) value is at Φ/Φ0=2 in the experiment which should be at Φ/Φ0=1
base on the calculation; however, the second smallest point of I(Φ)/I(0) in experiment
matches the third smallest I(Φ)/I(0) point in calculation. Furthermore, the second-highest
I(Φ)/I(0) is 5% of the highest I(Φ)/I(0) in the experiment, which does not match the
calculation either. One explanation is the density of the tunneling current through the
junction area was nonuniform.[5] Another more likely explanation is that the magnetic
fields in the experiment were not accurate.
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-3.5 -3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
Ι(
Φ
)/Ι
(0
)
Φ/Φ0
Calculation
Experiment
Figure 7.6: The relationship between the maximum supercurrent and the magnetic flux of
junction JJ1-0.4um at T = 2.7K. The calculation is based on Eq. 5.5.
This characterization found the best fit B corresponding to the smallest possible super-
current. By applying this magnetic field to the junction, the maximum subgap resistance
Rsg may be obtained, and the I-V curves at the subgap region can be well characterized
with the minimized supercurrent.
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7.3 Temperature dependence
The Fig: 7.7 shows the I-V curves of junction JJ1-0.4um by the voltage bias method, at
B=66 mT and at different temperature. When the temperature is below 1.0 K, the curves
are at similar positions with weak temperature dependence; when the temperature is higher
than 1.0 K, the subgap region of the curves start to rise. The reason that the measured
leakage current is temperature independent when T < 1.0 K is the electrochemical effect
of the soldering flux in the safety box. The external leakage resistance, Rex, in this case
was around 160 MΩ which is much smaller than the Rsg of the junction. The problem was
fixed by cleaning the safety box, which raised the Rex to be over 10 GΩ.
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Figure 7.7: The I-V curves of junction JJ1-0.4um by voltage bias at B=66 mT and different
temperatures. The current at Vjunction = 0.5 mV was used to determine the subgap current,
Isg. It is seen to stay at the same level, 1 pA, when T < 1.0 K; it is seen to increase
along with temperature when T > 1.0 K. The reason which causes peaks at Vjunction =
±0.25 mV and ±0.25 mV is still not fully understood.
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The I-V curves of another junction, junction JJ2-4um, were measured after fixing the
electrochemical leakage problem. The results are shown in Fig: 7.8. The Isg is as low as
0.1 pA when temperature is lower than 800 mK. Because of the capacity of the Ithaco
preamplifier, the current below 0.1 pA cannot be measured.
Isg increases from 0.1 pA to 35 nA when raising temperature T from 520 mK to 1.75
K. However, the I-V curves show hysteresis in the loops only when T is below 1 K. Using
the curve at T = 850 mK(red) as an example: when increasing Vjunction from 0.2 mV to
0.6 mV , I changes slowly from 0.1 pA to 1 pA and dramatically increases to 40 pA at
Vjunction = 0.6 mV ; when decreasing Vjunction from 0.8 mV , the similar current transition
is at Vjunction = 0.45 mV . It is still unclear what is the cause of the hysteresis.
Figure 7.8: I-V curves of junction JJ2-4um by voltage bias at B=74 mT and different
temperature. The black arrows are the drift directions of the current along with the bias
voltage method.
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Since the Rsg was increasing when cooling down the sample, the temperature depen-
dence of the normalized maximum subgap resistance RJ/Rn is shown in Fig: 7.9. When
T > 1.0 K, the curves follow the prediction of the BCS theory; when T < 1.0 K, the
subgap resistance of all three junctions approach to finite values. The possible reasons for
this is the subgap leakage current of the junctions, or an the external leakage current is
being seen, or the measured current has become smaller than the sensitivity of the current
amplifier.
It should be pointed out that the temperature measurement was inaccurate when
1.1 K < T < 1.4 K due to the superconducting transition of the aluminium frame con-
necting to the base temperature stage.
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Figure 7.9: Temperature dependence curves of normalized subgap resistance of different
junctions. Their trend follows the prediction of the BCS theory when T > 1.0 K.
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7.4 Summary
The goal was to test the quality of Josephson junctions from D-wave inc.. With the setup,
the I-V curves and the low-level subgap leakage current of the junctions were characterized
at low temperatures. The Isg could be measured down to 0.1 pA; the lowest available
temperature of the setup was 130 mK.
Both the current bias method and the voltage bias method were used to measure the
I-V curves. Because Isg can be extremely small, the voltage bias method is preferred for
the subgap leakage measurement.
The applied magnetic field B suppressed the supercurrent of the junctions so that large
subgap resistance could be obtained with the best fit B. The supercurrent-B relation and
the I(Φ)/I(0)− Φ/Φ0 relation were characterized.
The I-V curves of the junctions can directly show the current level; the normalized I-V
curves such as RnI − V curves and eRn/∆− eV/∆ are better for the comparison between
samples. Junctions with intrinsic defects such as pinholes showed abnormal I-V curves,
which can be easily distinguished from healthier junctions.
The I-V curves and the lowest Isg showed their temperature dependence, and their
trends followed the prediction of the BCS theory. However, some details of the I-V curves
have not been fully explained.
7.5 Future work
The future work in the short term is to improve the measurement techniques. For now,
only up to four junctions can be loaded at the same time, and it takes about one week to
finish the characterization of one junction. Therefore, the first priority would be to improve
the sample holder so that more samples could be loaded and tested together. The second
work would be to replace the aluminum parts in the frame at the base temperature stage in
order to fix the inaccurate temperature measurement problem when 1.1 K < T < 1.4 K.
The base temperature should be better characterized.
In the long term, the working mechanisms of Josephson junctions should be better
understood. For example, the peaks at low bias voltage in Fig: 7.7 and the hysteresis loops
in Fig: 7.8 have not been explained yet. More research work needs to be done on these.
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Glossary
ADR Adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator 79
CMRR Common mode rejection ratio 28
EMF electromotive force 6
NF Noise figure 30
NPLC Number of power line cycles 47
RMS Root mean square 24
VDP Van der Pauw 6
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